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Abstract 
Colloidal dispersions are commonly encountered in everyday life and represent an important 
class of complex fuid. Of particular signif cance for many commercial products and industrial 
processes is the ability to control and manipulate the macroscopic f ow response of a dispersion 
by tuning the microscopic interactions between the constituents. An important step towards 
attaining this goal is the development of robust theoretical methods for predicting from 
frst-principles the rheology and nonequilibrium microstructure of well defned model systems 
subject to external fow. In this review we give an overview of some promising theoretical 
approaches and the phenomena they seek to describe, focusing, for simplicity, on systems tor 
which the colloidal particles interact via strongly repulsive, spherically symmetric interactions. 
In presenting the various theories, we will consider frst low volume fraction systems, for which 
a number of exact results may be derived, before moving on to consider the intermediate and 
high volume fraction states which present both the most interesting physics and the most 
demanding technical challenges. In the high volume fraction regime particular emphasis will be 
given to the rheology of dynamically arrested states. 
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Complex fuids exhibit a rich variety of fow behaviour 
which depends sensitively upon the thermodynamic control 
parameters, details of the microscopic interparticle interactions 
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Figure 1. A schematic illustration of coarse graining as applied to colloidal dispersions. Continuum mechanics approaches treat the 
dispersion as a single continuum fiui (panel (a)), whereas a fully detailed picture is obtained by treating both colloids and solvent explicitly 
(panel (c)). The theoretical methods considered in this work operate at an intermediate level (panel (b)) in which the colloids are explicitly 
resolved but the solvent may be treated as a continuum. 

and both the rate and specif c geometry of the f ow under 
consideration. The highly nonlinear response characteristic 
of complex fuids may be readily observed in a number of 
familiar household products [I]. For example, mayonnaise 
consists of a stabilized emulsion of oil droplets suspended in 
water and behaves as a soft solid when stored on the shelf but 
f ows like a liquid, and is thus easy to spread, when subjected 
to shear fow with a knife [2]. This nonlinear viscoelastic 
f ow behaviour, known as shear thinning, may be manipulated 
on the microscopic level by careful control of the oil droplet 
size distribution. In contrast, a dispersion of corn-starch 
particles in water, at sutf ciently high concentrations, exhibits a 
dramatic increase in shear viscosity with increasing shear rate; 
a phenomenon called shear thickening [3, 4]. Even the familiar 
practical problem of extracting tomato ketchup from a glass 
bottle presents a highly nonlinear f ow. In this case the applied 
shear stress, generally implemented by shaking, must exceed 
a critical value, the yield stress, before the ketchup begins to 
fl w as desired. 

Colloidal dispersions are a class of complex fl id 
which display all of the above mentioned nonlinear f ow 
responses [5]. In addition to being of exceptional relevance 
for many technological processes, the considerable research 
interest in colloidal dispersions owes much to the existence 
of well characterized experimental systems for which the 
interparticle interactions may be tuned to relatively high 
precision (often possible by simply varying the solvent 
conditions) [6]. The ability to control the microscopic 
details of the colloidal interaction facilitates comparison of 
experimental results with theoretical calculations and computer 
simulations based on idealized models (see e.g. [7-9]). In 
particular, the size of colloidal particles makes possible light 
scattering, neutron scattering and microscopy experiments 
which provide information inaccessible to experiments on 
atomic systems and which have enabled various aspects of 
liquid state theory to be tested in detail". 

The typical size of a colloidal particle lies in the range 
10 nm-l p,m and thus enables a fairly clear separation of 

2 For example, in [g] and [9] dynamic light scattering was employed to 
measure the coherent transient density correlator of spherical hard-sphere
like colloids. The data conf fined the factorization propenies of the 0' 

and {J relaxation, as predicted by the mode-coupling theory of the glass 
transition [I U, I I]. In [12] confocal microscopy experiments on a mixture of 
PMMA colloids and non-adsorbing polymer were used to conf rm the capillary 
wave theory of the fuctuating interface between demixed fuid phases [13]. 
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length- and timescales to be made between the colloids and 
the molecules of the solvent in which they are dispersed. 
As a result, a reasonable frst approximation is to represent 
the solvent as a continuum fuid, generally taken to be 
Nevvtonian and thus characterized by a constant solvent 
viscosity (see fgure I). For suspended particles with a 
length-scale greater than approximately 1 p,m the continuum 
approximation of the solvent is completely appropriate. 
However, this becomes questionable as the average size of 
the particles is reduced below a few nanometres, at which 
point the discrete nature of the solvent can no longer be 
ignored. Colloidal particles occupy an intermediate range 
of length-scales for which a continuum approximation for 
the solvent must be supplemented by the addition of frst 
order Gaussian fuctuations (Brownian motion) about the 
average hydrodynamic f elds describing the viscous f ow of the 
continuum solvent. 

The Brownian motion resulting from solvent fuctuations 
not only plays an important role in determining the 
microscopic dynamics; it is essential for the existence of 
a unique equilibrium microstlUcture. With the important 
exception of arrested glasses and gels, the presence of 
a stochastic element to the particle motion allows a full 
exploration of the available phase space and thus enables 
application of Boltzmann-Gibbs statistical mechanics to 
quiescent (and ergodic) colloidal dispersions. While the 
specifi nature of the balance between Brownian motion, 
hydrodynamic and potential interactions depends upon both 
the observable under consideration and the range of system 
parameters under investigation, it is the simultaneous 
occurrence of these competing physical mechanisms which 
gives rise to the rich and varied rheological behaviour of 
dispersions. Unfortunately, the complicated microscopic 
dynamics presented by dispersions also serves to complicate 
the theoretical description of these systems [14]. 

The present review has been written with a number of 
aims in mind. On one hand, we would like to present a 
relatively concise overview of the main phenomenological 
features of the rheology of dispersions of spherical colloidal 
particles. In order to reduce the parameter space of the 
discllssion, emphasis will be placed on the simple hard-sphere 
model for which the space of control parameters is restricted 
to two dimensions (volume fraction and fow rate). While both 
attractive colloids and the response to non-shear f ows will be 



addressed, no attempt has been made to be comprehensive in 
this respect. Another primary aim of the present work is to 
provide an overview, within the context of the aforementioned 
phenomenology, of microscopically motivated approaches to 
the rheology and f ow induced microstructure of colloidal 
dispersions. Although we will discuss some less well founded 
'schematic model' approaches, the focus here is upon 'frst
principles' theories which prescribe a route to go il'om a 
well defned microscopic dynamics to closed expressions for 
macroscopically measurable quantities. 

The formulation of a robust theory of dispersion rheology 
from microscopic starting points constitutes a formidable 
problem in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics. Although 
considerable progress has been made in this direction, 
a comprehensive constitutive theory analogous to that of 
Doi and Edwards for entangled linear polymers [21--24] 
remains to be found. At present there exist a number of 
alternative microscopic theoretical approaches to dispersion 
rheology which, despite showing admirable success within 
limited ranges of the system parameters, have so far 
been unable to provide a unif ed global picture of the 
microscopic mechanisms underlying the rheology of colloidal 
dispersions. Despite common starting points (the many-body 
Smoluchowski equation) the disparate nature of the subsequent 
approximations, each tailored to capture a particular physical 
aspect of the coopcrative particle motion, make it diff cult 
to establish clear relations between different theoretical 
approaches. A goal of this work is thus to clarifY the 
range of validity of the various theoretical approaches and to 
identifY common ground. We note that the present work is 
well complemented by a number of recent reviews addressing 
dispersion rheology t1'om both experimental [25, 26] and 
theoretical perspectives [19, 27, 21\]. 

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we 
will discuss briefy some traditional continuum mechanics 
approaches to rheology, both to give a feeling for the 
spirit of such work and to put into context some of the 
microscopic results presented later (in section 7). In 
section ::; we will introduce and discuss in some detail the 
Smoluchowski equation defning the microscopic dynamics 
under consideration. In section 4 we will consider the 
equilibrium and nonequilibrium phase behaviour of hard
sphere colloids in the absence of fow, which is a necessary 
pre-requisite to the subsequent discussions. In section 5 we 
will give a brief overview ofthe relevant basic phenomenology 
of dispersion rheology, including the shear thinning and shear 
thickening of colloidal fuids and the yielding of colloidal 
glasses. In section 6 we will consider the various theoretical 
approaches to treating colloidal fuids under external f ow. In 
particular, exact results for the microstructure and rheology of 
low volume fraction systems and their (approximate) extension 
to fnite fuid volume fl'actions are discussed in sections 6.2 
and 6.3, respectively. In section 7, we consider the recently 
developed mode-coupling based approaches to the rheology of 
dense colloidal suspensions which enable glass rheology to be 
addressed. Finally, in section R we will provide an outlook for 
future work and identifY possible new avenues for theoretical 
investigation. 
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2. Continuum mechanics approaches 

Rheology is primarily an experimental discipline. Indeed, one 
of the simplest experiments imaginable is to exert a force 
on a material in order to see how it deforms in response. 
More precisely, in a controlled rheological experiment one 
measures either the stress arising from a given strain or, 
more commonly, the strain accumulated following application 
of an applied stress. In practice, both stress controlled 
and strain controlled experiments are performed and provide 
complementary information regarding the response of a 
material sample. For the purpose of this review we will 
focus upon situations in which a homogeneous strain l' eld is 
prescribed from the outset. The description of experiments 
for which macroscopic stress is employed as a control 
parameter poses an enormous challenge for microscopically 
based theories and demands careful consideration of the 
nontrivial mechanisms by which the applied stress propagates 
into the sample from the boundaries. 

Given the apparent complexity of any microscopic theory, 
it is quite natural to begin f rst at a more coarse-grained level of 
description in an effort to establish the general phenomenology 
and mathematical structure of the governing equations at 
the continuum level. Historically, this methodology was 
pioneered by Maxwell in his 1863 work on viscoelasticity 
and continued to develop into the following century through 
the efforts of distinguished rheologists such as Rivlin and 
Oldroyd [29]. While much of this early work aimed 
to achieve a more fundamental mathematical understanding 
of viscoelastic response, strong additional motivation was 
provided by experiments on polymeric systems which exposed 
a large variety of interesting nonlinear rheological phenomena 
in need of theoretical explanation, Theoretical approaches to 
continuum rheology thus seek to obtain a constitutive equation 
relating the stress, a tensorial quantity describing the forces 
acting on the system [30), to the deformation history encoded 
in the strain tensor. 

The typical 'rational mechanics' approach to this problem 
is to assume a suff ciently general integral or differential 
constitutive relation between stress and strain and to then 
constrain this as much as possible via the imposition 
of certain exact or approximate macroscopic symmetry, 
conservation and invariance principles [22, 29, ::; I]. The clear 
drawback to this methodology is that the entire particulate 
system is viewed as a single continuum f eld, thus losing 
any contact to the underlying colloidal interactions and 
microstructure ultimately responsible for the macroscopic 
response (see f gure 1). As a result, such constitutive 
theories are neither material specifi nor genuinely predictive 
in character. Despite these shortcomings, the continuum 
mechanics approach to rheology has attained a great level of 
ref nement and can be applied to ft experimental data from 
a wide range of physical systems [22, 29]. Moreover, the 
experience gained through continuum mechanics modelling 
may well prove useful in guiding the construction of more 
sophisticated microscopic theories by providing constraints on 
the admissible mathematical form ofthe constitutive equations. 



2.1. The Lodge equation 

It is perhaps instructive to give an illustration of the spirit 
in which phenomenological constitutive relations may be 
constructed using continuum mechanics concepts. The 
example we choose is not only of intrinsic interest, but will also 
prove relevant to the discussion of a recent microscopically 
based theory of glass rheology [16-18] to be discussed in 
section 7. We consider a viscoelastic f1 id subject to shear 
deformation with f ow in the x-direction and shear gradient 
in the y-direction (a convention we will continue to employ 
throughout the present work). Suppose that we wish to 
determine the infnitesimal shear stress d(Jxy at time t arising 
from a small strain increment dy at an earlier time t'. As 
the material is viscoelastic, it is reasonable to assume that the 
infuence of the strain increment dy (t') = y (t') dt' on the 
stress at time t must be weighted by a decaying function of 
the intervening time t - t', in order to represent the intl ence 
of dissipative processes. Adopting a simple exponential form 
for the relaxation function it is thus intuitive to write 

[ 
t - t'J" , d(Jxy(t) = Goo exp - T yet ) dt , (I) 

where T is a relaxation time and Goo is an elastic constant (the 
inf nite frequency shear modulus). Assuming linearity, the total 
stress at time t may thus be constructed by summing up all 
of the inf nitesimal contributions over the entire f ow history, 
which we take to extend into the infnite past. We thus arrive at 

(Jxy(t) = [00 dt'Gooexp[-t~t'Jy(t')' 
Partial integration leads fnally to 

1 jt 
(Jxy(t) = dt' G(t - t')y(t, t'), 

T -CX) 

(2) 

(3) 

where G(t) = Goo exp[ -t IT] is the shear modulus and y(t, t') 
is the accumulated strain y(t, t') = .f/ ds yes). The simple 
integral relation (3) between shear stress and shear strain was 
frst considered by Boltzmann. Indeed, the assumption that the 
stress increments (1) may be summed linearly to obtain the 
total stress is often referred to as the 'Boltzmann superposition 
principle' . 

In order to extend C~) to a tensorial relation, i.e. a true 
constitutive equation, an appropriate tensorial generalization 
of the accumulated strain y (t, t') must be identif ed. For the 
spatially homogeneous deformations under consideration the 
translationally invariant deformation gradient tensor E(t, t') 
transforms a vector (,material line') at time t' to a new vector 
at later time t via ret) = E(t, t') • ret'), where EajJ = 
aralarfJ. An alternative nonlinear choice of strain measure 
is the symmetric Finger tensor B(t, t') = E(t, t')ET(t, t'). 
The Finger tensor contains information about the stretching of 
material lines during a deformation but is invariant with respect 
to solid body rotations of the material sample. For simple shear 
the Finger tensor is given explicitly by 

(

I + y2 Y 
B= Y I 

o 0 
(4) 
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where y == yet, t'). The accumulated strain in the integrand 
of equation (3) can thus be identif ed as the xy element of 
B(t, t'). This suggests that the Boltzmann integral form (3) 
may be extended using the simple ansatz 

j t G e-(t-t'l!r 
er(t) = dt' B(t, t') 00 , 

-CX) '[ 

(5) 

for the full stress tensor (see section 2.3 below for more 
justif cation of this nontrivial step). Equation (:5) is known 
as the Lodge equation in the rheological literature and 
is applicable in both the linear and nonlinear viscoelastic 
regime [22]. 

2.2. The upper-convected Maxwell equation 

The assumption of an exponentially decaying shear modulus is 
generally attributed to Maxwell, who realized that this choice 
enabled an interpolation between a purely elastic response to 
detormations rapid on the timescale set by T and a viscous, 
dissipative response in the limit of slowly varying strain f elds. 
In fact, the Lodge equation derived above is simply the integral 
form of a nonlinear (differential) Maxwell equation. In order 
to show this we frst differentiate (5) to obtain 

Der I Goo + er = 1, 
Dt T T 

(6) 

where we have introduced the upper-convected derivative [29] 

Der. ) T = er(t) - K(t er(t) - er(t) K (t), 
Dt 

(7) 

and where the velocity gradient tensor K(t) is defned in terms 
of the deformation gradient tensor via 

a, , 
E(t, t) = K(t)E(t, t). at (8) 

For an incompressible material the stress is only determined 
up to a constant isotropic term. Equation (6) may thus be 
expressed in an alternative form by frst defning a new stress 
tensor 

}j = er - Gael, (9) 

and substituting for er in equation (6). This yields 

D}j I 
+ }j=Goo(K(t)+KT(t». (10) 

Dt T 

This differential form of the Lodge equation is known as the 
upper-convected Maxwell equation [22] and is a nonlinear 
generalization of Maxwell's original scalar model to the full 
deviatoric stress tensor. Historically, the upper-convected 
Maxwell equation was frst proposed by Oldroyd [l()] directly 
on the basis of Maxwell's differential form. 

2.3. Material objectivity 

The assumption that one can go from (3) to (5) on the basis 
of a single off-diagonal element appears at frst glance to be 
rather ad hoc. On one hand, this choice can be justif ed 
retrospectively, using the fact that the Lodge equation (5) is 



derivable from a number of simple moleeular models, e.g. the 
dumbbell model for dilute polymer solutions [11]. However, 
from a continuum mechanics perspective (5) is the simplest 
generalization of (3) which satisf es the 'principle of material 
objectivity'. This principle expresses the requirement that 
the constitutive relationship between stress and strain tensors 
should be invariant with respect to rotation of either the 
material body or the observer, thus preventing an unphysical 
dependence of the stress on the state of rotation. That 
this symmetry is an approximation becomes clear when 
considering the material from a microscopic viewpoint: in 
a non inertial rotating fi'ame the apparent forces clearly 
lead to particle trajectories which depend upon the angular 
velocity. For many systems the neglect of these effects 
on the macroscopic response of the system is an extremely 
good approximation. For the overdamped colloidal dynamics 
considered in this work inertia plays no role and the principle 
of material objectivity is exactl . 

Mathematically, it is straightforward to check whether 
or not a proposed tensorial constitutive equation is material 
objective. When subject to a time-dependent rotation R(t) the 
deformation gradient tensor transforms as 

E(f, f') = R(f)E(f, fl)RT(t'), (II) 

where E is the deformation gradient in the rotating frame. The 
dependence of E upon the state of rotation arises because E 
contains information about both the stretching and rotation of 
material lines. Insertion of the transformed tensor (I I) into 
the constitutive equation for the stress thus corresponds to a 
rotation of the material sample. Material objectivity is verifed 
if the reSUlting stress tensor is given by 

U(f) = R(f)U(f)RT (t). (12) 

As noted, the Finger tensor B contains only information about 
the stretching of material lines and transforms under rotation 
according to 

B(f, f') = R(f)B(f, t')RT (f). ( 13) 

The material objectivity of the Lodge equation (5), and thus 
the upper-convected Maxwell equation (10), follows trivially 
fi'om the fact that U is a linear functional of B. Many 
phenomenological rheological models thus start by assuming 
a general functional dependence U(f) = F[B] in order to 
guarantee a rotationally invariant theory. 

The vast majority of microscopically motivated theories 
of dispersion rheology treat only a single scalar element of 
the stress tensor (generally the shear stress u xy )' Indeed, the 
rarity of microscopic tensorial constitutive theories may well 
be the primary reason for the apparent gap between continuum 
and statistical mechanical theories aiming to describe common 
phenomena. We will revisit the concept of material objectivity 
in section 7 when considering a recently proposed tensorial 
constitutive equation for dense dispersions. 

3 A useful discussion of material objectivity may be found in [33]. In 
Addition, we refer the reader to [32], which documents the insightful 
comments of de Gennes regarding this issue. 
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2.4. Beyond continuum mechanics 

In the last decade, significa t progress has been made 
in understanding the response of colloidal dispersions to 
external f ow on a level which goes beyond the tully 
coarse-grained phenomenological approaches of traditional 
continuum rheology. Important steps towards a more ref ned 
picture have been provided by studies based on mesoscopic 
models [15, 34-36]. However, "vhile such phenomenological 
approaches ean reveal generic features of the rheological 
response, they are not material specif c and can theretore 
address neither the infuence of the microscopic interactions on 
the macroscopic rheology nor the underlying microstructure, 
as encoded in the particle correlation functions. This deeper 
level of insight is provided by fully microscopic approaches 
which start from a well defned pmticle dynamics and, via a 
sequence of either exact or clearly specitie approximate steps, 
lead to closed expressions for macroscopically measurable 
quantItIes. The symmetry, invariance and conservation 
principles used as input in the construction of continuum 
theories, such as the material objectivity discussed in 
section 1.3, should then emerge directly as a consequence 
of the microscopic interactions. Such an undertaking clearly 
requires the machinery of statistical mechanics. 

Theories founded in statistical mechanics provide infor
mation regarding the con'elated motion of the constituent 
particles and are thus capable, at least in principle, of capturing 
nontrivial and potentially unexpected cooperative behaviour as 
exhibited by equilibrium and nonequilibrium phase transitions. 
This ability to capture emergent phenomena is in clear contrast 
to continuum approaches where such physical mechanisms 
must be input by hand. An additional advantage of a 
statistical mechanics based approach to rheology over the 
direct application of continuum mechanics is that important 
additional information is provided regm'ding the microstructure 
of the system, as encoded in the correlation functions. It 
thus becomes possible to connect the constitutive relations to 
the underlying correlations between the colloidal particles and 
obtain microscopic insight into the macroscopic rheological 
response. Additional motivation to theoretically 'look inside' 
the f owing system is provided by developments in the direct 
visualization and tracking of particle motion in experiments on 
colloidal dispersions (confocal microscopy) [37-39], together 
with advances in the computer simulation of model systems 
under fow [40--41]. 

Although beyond the scope of the present work, we note 
that the inf uence of steady shear fl w on glassy states has been 
addressed, albeit in an abstract setting. by generalized mean
feld theories of spin glasses [43,44]. Spin glass approaches 
have proved useful in describing the dynamical behaviour of 
quiescent systems [45]. In order to mimic the effect of shear 
f ow a nonconservative force is introduced to bias the dynamics 
and break the condition of detailed balance characterizing the 
equilibrium state [46]. While the abstract nature of these 
treatments certainly lends them a powerful generality, the lack 
of material specific ty makes diffic It a direct connection to 
experiment. 



3. Microscopic dynamics 

Before address ing the phenomenology (section S) and 
approx imate theories (sections 6 and 7) of co ll oid rheo logy it is 
rewarding to frst consider in detail the mi croscopic equation
ot~motion determining the overdamped co lloidal dynamics. By 
a careful assessment of the fundamental equation-of-motion a 
number of general observations and comments can be made 
regarding the character of nonequ ilibrium states, solutions 
in special limits, important dimensionless parameters and 
in f uence of hydrody namics, which are independent of the 
specifc system or approximation scheme under consideration. 

We consider a system consisting of N Brown ian co llo idal 
particles in teracti ng v ia spherically sy mm etric pairwise 
additive interactions and homogeneously dispersed in an 
incompressible Newton ian fuid of given viscosity. The 
probability distribution of the N-particle confguration is 
denoted by \{I (t) and satisf es the Smoluchowski equation [ 14] 

a\{l(t) 
+ La; . j; = 0 

at . 
(14 ) 

I 

where the probabili ty f ux of particle i is given by 

where f3 1/ ks T is the inverse temperature. The 
hydrody nami c velocity of particle i due to the appli ed f ow 
is denoted by V; (t) and the diffusion tensor Dij describes 
(v ia the mobility tensor rij = fJDij) th e hydrodynamic 
mobility of particle i resulting fi'om a force on particle j. 
The hydrody nami c velocity can be decomposed into atT ne and 
particle induced f uctuat ion terms viet) = K(t) • r; + vi (t), 
where v)' (t) can be expressed in terms of the third rank 
hydrody nam ic res istance tensor [47]. The force F j on particle 
j is generated from the total potential energy according to 
Fj = - ajuN , where, in the absence of external felds , UN 

depends so lely on the relative parti cle positions . T he three 
terms contributing to the fux thus represent the competing 
effects of (from len to right in ( I S)) external fl w, diffusion 
and interparticle interactions . 

While the Smoluchowski eq uation (14) is w idely accepted 
as an appropriate starting point fo r the treatment of col loidal 
dynamics, alternative approaches based on the Fokker
Planck equation have also been investigated [48]. On 
the Fokker- Planck level of description the distribution 
function retains a dependence on the particle momenta. 
Although this makes possib le the treatment of systems 
with a temperature gradient (lead ing to thermophoretic 
effects), considerable compli cations ari se when attempt ing to 
treat hydrodynamic interactions which make preferable the 
Smo luchowski equation. 

For the special case of monodisperse hard-spheres at 
fn ite vo lume ti'actions under steady fow equation ( 14) 
can be numerically integrated over the entire fuid range 
using computationally intensive Stokesian dynamics s imula
tion [4 1, 49, SO]. Thi s simulati on technique includes the 
full so lvent hydrodynamics and provides a useful benchmark 
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Figul'c 2. The mean-squared-displacement of non- interacting 
co lloidal particles in fow (x) , gradient (y) and vorticity (z) 
directions as a function of time. The MSD in f ow direction exhibi ts 
enhanced diffusion (,Taylor dispersion ' ) for values of the shear strain 
greater than unity. Also shown are contour plots of the 
(non-normalized) probability distr ibution PI (r, t)N(t) (see 
equation ( \6)) in the z = 0 plane at times 2DoR- 2t = 0 . \5, \ and 5, 
demonstrating shear induced anisotropy for y > \ related to the 
onset of Taylor dispersion . 

for theoretical approaches (for an overview of the computer 
s imulation of v iscous dispersions we refer the reader to [S l] 
and references therein). While Stokesian dynamics si mul ations 
have focused primarily on simple shear, results have also been 
reported tor extensional f ow geometries [S2]. 

3.1. Non-interacting particles 

For the special case of non-interacting particles (F j = 
0) eq uations ( 14) and ( IS) describe the confgurational 
probability distribution of an ideal gas under externally app li ed 
f ow and may be so lved analyt ically usi ng the method of 
characteri stics [S3]. For non- interacting particles under steady 
shear the many-particle distribution function is given by a 
product of sing le particle functions \{I ( {"; }, t) = PI (rl, t) x 
. .. X PI (rN, t) , where PI is g iven by 

I [-X 2 - y2(1 + ~' ) + yxy Z2 ] 
PI (r, t) = N(t) exp N(t) - 4Dot 

( 16) 
when the initi al conditi on PI (r, 0) = 8 (0) is employed. The 
normalization is given by N(t) = (4rr Dot)3 ( I +(yt)2 / 12) and 
the strain by y = Yt . G iven a suitab ly locali zed ini tial density 
distribution equation (16) essenti ally describes the dispersion 
ofa co ll oidal droplet in a so lvent (e.g . in k in water) under shear, 
as is apparent from f gure 2, whi ch shows contour plots of the 
probability distribution at three different times fo r a given shear 
rate. 

Although non-interacting colloids represent a trivial case, 
it is nevertheless instructive to consider the mean-squared
displacement (MSD), characterizing the diffusive particle 
motion, both parallel and orthogonal to the f ow direction in 
simple shear [S4]. In both the vorticity and shear gradient 
directions, fow has no infuence and the equi librium result 
is recovered, 8z2 = 8y2 = 2Do t, with Do the single 
particle diffusion coeff cient. In the f ow direction the MSD is 



enhanced by a coupling between Brownian motion and aff ne 
advection, yielding 8x 2 = 2Do t (I + y2t 2 /3), where y is 
the shear rate. The physical origin of this enhanced diffusion, 
termed 'Taylor dispersion' [55], is that the random motion of 
a given colloid leads to its displacement into planes of laminar 
f ow with a velocity different from that of the original point. 
This constant and random 'changing of lanes' leads, on the 
average, to a dramatically increased rate of diffusion in the 
direction of f ow. The accelerated rate of mixing achieved by 
stirring a dilute dispersion is thus almost entirely attributable 
to local Taylor dispersion. We note also that analogous effects 
arising from f ow-diffusion coupling can also be identif ed in 
other f ow geometries, such as the practically relevant case of 
Poiseuille fow along a cylindrical tube [54]. 

3.2. Dimensionless parameters 

The Smoluchowski equation describes the dynamics of 
spherical colloidal particles dispersed in an incompressible 
Newtonian fuid and provides the fundamental starting point 
for all theoretical work to be described in the following 
sections. An appropriate dimensionless Reynolds number 
governing the solvent fow may be defned as Re = py R2 11], 
with y a characteristic f1 w rate, p is the density, 1] the solvent 
viscosity and R the colloidal length-scale. Due to the small size 
of the colloidal particles Re remains small for all situations 
of physical relevance and the Stokes equations, rather than 
the more complicated Navier---Stokes equations, may thus be 
employed in treating the solvent f ow. 

Given that Re remains small, two dimensionless 
parameters are of particular impOliance in detetmining the 
equilibrium and nonequilibrium behaviour. The frst of these 
is the colloidal volume fraction cP = 4nnR3/3, with number 
density n and particle radius R. The maximum volume fraction 
achievable for monodisperse spheres is 0.74 con'esponding to 
an optimally packed face-centred-cubic crystal structure. For 
the purposes of the present work we will fnd it convenient 
to divide the physical range of volume fractions into three 
subregions: (i) low packing, cP < O. I, Oi) intermediate 
packing, 0.1 < cP < 0.494, and (iii) high packing, 0.494 < cP. 
While this division is somewhat arbitrary, it will later prove 
useful in discussing the various theoretical approximation 
schemes currently available. 

The second important dimensionless parameter is the 
Peclet number Pe = y R2 12Do [14]. The Peclet number is 
a measure of the importance of advection relative to Brownian 
motion and detetmines the extent to which the microstructure is 
distorted away from equilibrium by the f ow f eld. In the limit 
Pe ---+ 0 Brownian motion dominates and the thermodynamic 
equilibrium state is recovered. Conversely, in the strong f ow 
limit, Pe ---+ 00, solvent mediated hydrodynamic interactions 
may be expected to dominate the particle dynamics, although, 
in practice, surface roughness and other petiurbing effects turn 
out to complicate this limit [56] (see section 6.2 for more 
details on this point). 

Finally, we would like to note that there exists a further, 
nontrivial dimensionless quantity implicit in the many-body 
Smoluchowski equation (14). An increase in either the 
dispersion volume fraction or attractive coupling between 
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particles is accompanied by an increase in the structural 
relaxation timescale of the system Ta characterizing the 
temporal decay of cetiain two-point autocOiTelation functions. 
This enables the Weissenberg number to be defned as 
Wi = YTa. For intennediate and high volume fractions, 
particularly those close to the colloidal glass transition, it is the 
Weissenberg number, rather than the 'bare' Peclet number Pe, 
which dominates certain aspects of the nonlinear rheological 
response, as has been emphasized in [57]. For the low volume 
fraction systems to be considered in section 6.2 the structural 
relaxation timescale is set by R2/2Do, leading to Pe = Wi. 

3.3. Neglecting solvent hydrodynamics 

In many approximate theories aiming to describe intermediate 
and high volume fraction dispersions the infuence of solvent 
hydrodynamics beyond trivial advection is neglected from the 
outset. For certain situations (e.g. glasses) this approximation 
is partially motivated by physical intuition, however, in most 
cases, the omission of solvent hydrodynamics is an undesirable 
but unavoidable compromise made in order to achieve tractable 
closed expressions. Accordingly, the expression for the 
probability fux (15) is approximated in two places, which we 
will now discuss in turn. 

The frst approximation is to set Dij = Do8ij, thus 
neglecting the infuence ofthe confguration of the N colloidal 
patiicles on the mobility of a given particle. For low and 
intermediate volume fraction fuids this may be reasonable 
for Pe « I but can be expected to break down for 
Pe > 1 as hydrodynamics becomes increasingly important 
in determining the particle trajectories. In particular, the 
near-fie d lubrication forces [47] which reduce the mobility 
when the surfaces of two particles approach contact play an 
important role in strong f ow and are responsible for driving 
cluster formation and shear thickening [58] (see section 5.3). 
For dense colloidal suspensions close to a glass transition the 
role of hydrodynamics is less clear. For certain situations of 
interest (e.g. glasses close to yield) the relevant value of Pe is 
very small and suggests that hydrodynamic couplings should 
not be of primary importance. 

The second common approximation to (J 5) arising from 
the neglect of solvent hydrodynamics is the assumption of a 
translationally invariant linear fow profle vCr, t) = te(t) • r, 
where teet) is the (traceless) time-dependent velocity gradient 
tensor introduced in equation (8). In an exact calculation the 
solvent f ow f eld follows from solution of Stokes equations 
with the surfaces of the N colloidal particles in a given 
conf guration providing the boundary conditions (essentially 
what is done in Stokesian dynamics simulation [41,49. 50]). 
By replacing this solvent velocity f eld with the affne f ow, we 
neglect the need for the solvent to f ow around the patiicJes 
and are thus able to fully specifY the solvent f ow profle from 
the outset, without requiring that this be determined as part 
of a self-consistent calculation4

• If necessaty, the assumption 

4 Interestingly, the force acting on an isolated hard-sphere of radius R in 
a Newtonian solvent under (Stokesian) shear f ow is identical to that acting 
on a point particle (R ---+ 0) moving with the affne fl w; i.e. the fact that 
the solvent f ows around the particle does not inf uence the resulting force. 
However, setting v(r, t) = K(t) • r is an approximation for fi ite colloidal 
volume fraction. 



of purely afl' ne f ow could be corrected to f rst order. For 
example, under simple shear fow the solvent fow profle 
around a single spherical particle is well known [30] and could 
form the basis of a superposition-type approximation to the full 
f uctuating velocity f eld. 

It is impOitant to note that the assumption of a 
translationally invariant velocity gradient K (f) is potentially 
rather severe as it excludes from the outset the possibility 
of inhomogeneous f ow, as observed in shear banded and 
shear localized states. While physically reasonable for low 
and intelmediate density colloidal fuids, the assumption of 
homogeneity could become questionable when considering the 
f ow response of dynamically an'ested states, for which brittle 
fracture may preclude plastic f1 w5

• Moreover, it is implicit 
in the approximation vCr, f) = K(f) • r that the imposed 
f ow profle acts instantaneously throughout the system. In 
experiments where strain or stress are applied at the sample 
boundaries a fnite time is required for transverse momentum 
diffusion to establish the velocity l' eld. Nevertheless, 
experiments and simulations of the transition from equilibrium 
to homogeneous steady state l' ow have shown that a linear 
velocity profle is established long before the steady state 
regime is approached, thus suggesting that the assumption of 
an instantaneous translationally invariant fow is acceptable for 
certain colloidal systems [62]. 

3.4. Nonequilibrium states 

In equilibrium, the principle of detailed balance asserts that 
the microscopic probability fux vanishes, ii = Wili(ln W + 
f3 UN) = 0, where UN is the total interparticle potential energy. 
This balance between conservative and Brownian forces thus 
yields the familiar Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution We 
exp(-f3UN)/ZN, where ZN is the confgurational part of the 
canonical partition function. In the presence off ow (K(f) =f 0) 
there exists a fnite probability current which breaks the time 
reversal symmetry ofthe equilibrium state and detailed balance 
no longer applies. A nonvanishing probability CUITent thus 
serves to distinguish between equilibrium and nonequilibrium 
solutions of (14) and rules out the possibility of a Boltzmann
Gibbs torm for the nonequilibrium distribution. While such 
a Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution is clearly inadequate for 
non potential f ows (e.g. simple shear), for potential f ows 
(e.g. planar elongation) it is perhaps tempting to assume such a 
distribution by employing an effective 'f ow potential' Uf (see 
e.g. [63]). The fundamental error of assuming an 'etTective 
equilibrium' description of non equi I ibrium states is made very 
clear by the non-normalizability of the assumed distribution 
W ~ exp(-f3(UN + Uf». These considerations serve to 
emphasize the fact that the only true way to determine the 
distribution function for systems under f ow is to solve the 
Smoluchowski equation (14). 

5 In [59] a confocal microscopy study of poly methyl methacrylate 
(PMMA) colloids suspended in a mixture of decalin and tetralin revealed 
inhomogeneous plug f ow for glassy states. In contrast, the rheological 
experiments performed in [60] and [M] using thermosensitive PNIPAM core
shell particles are fully consistent with homogeneous [ow, both above and 
below the glass transition. 
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For much of the present work we will focus on the 
response of colloidal dispersions to steady f ows. While 
experiment and simulation clearly demonstrate that well 
deti ed steady states may be achieved following a period 
of transient relaxation, it is interesting to note that there 
exists no mathematical proof of a Boltzmann H-theorem for 
equation (14) which would guarantee a unique long-time 
solution for the distribution function. The absence of an 
H-theorem for colloidal dispersions under steady f ow is a 
consequence of the hard repulsive core of the particles which 
invalidates the standard methods of proof generally applied to 
Fokker-Planck-type equations [19,46]. 

A further nontrivial aspect of equation (14) emerges when 
considering the translational invariance properties of the time
dependent distribution function Wet) == W(f, {ri D, achieved 
by shifting all particle coordinates by a constant vector r; = 
ri + a (see section 7.3 for more details). For an arbitrary 
incompressible f ow it has been proven that a translationally 
invariant initial distribution function leads to a translationally 
invariant, but anisotropic distribution function W (t), despite 
the fact that the Smoluchowski operator [14] generating the 
dynamics is itself not translationally invariant [17]. Although 
the proof outlined in [17] omitted hydrodynamic interactions, 
it may be expected that the same result holds in the presence of 
hydrodynamics due to the dependence of the diffusion tensors 
on relative particle coordinates. 

4. Quiescent states 

4.1. Hard-spheres 

Theoretical and simulation studies based on equation (14) have 
focused largely on the hard-sphere model. In addition to being 
mathematically convenient, the focus on this simple model 
is motivated largely by the availability of well characterized 
hard-sphere-like experimental colloidal systems [7]. In the 
absence off ow, a system of mono disperse hard-sphere colloids 
remain in a disordered fuid phase up to a volume fraction of 
¢ = 0.494, beyond which they undergo a frst order phase 
transition to a solid phase of ¢ = 0.545 with face-centred
cubic order (see f gure 3). This unexpected, entropically 
driven, ordering transition was frst observed using molecular 
dynamics computer simulation in the late 1950s [64] and 
remains a current topic of both experimental and theoretical 
research (for a recent review see [65]). 

Making the system slightly polydisperse frustrates 
crystalline ordering and suppresses the freezing transition. In 
suff ciently polydisperse systems!> a disordered fuid remains 
in the equilibrium state up to a volume fraction ¢ ;:::; 
0.58, at which point the dynamics becomes arrested and a 
colloidal glass state is formed. This dynamical transition 
to a non-ergodic solid is characterized by a non-decaying 
intermediate scattering tunction at long times for which 
dynamic light scattering results [7, 8] are well described 

(, In order to observe glassy behaviour the timescale of crystal nucleation 
rfr has to be extended beyond the accessible experimental or simulation 
measurement time. F0I1unately. Tfr is a sensitive function of the degree 
of polydispersity and for hard-sphere-like systems a polydispersity ~5% is 
usually suff cient to effectively supress crystallization. 
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Figure 3. A schematic illustration of the phase diagram of 
hard-spheres as a function of volume fraction. Monodisperse systems 
undergo a freezing transition to an FCC crystal with coexisting 
densities ¢ = 0.494 and 0.545. Polydispersity suppresses the 
freezing transition resulting in a glass transition at ¢ ~ 0.58, which 
lies below the random-close-packing value of ¢ ~ 0.64. 

by the mode-coupling theory (MeT) [10]. The standard 
quiescent MeT consists of a nonlinear integro-differential 
equation for the transient density correlator which exhibits a 
bifurcation, identif ed as a dynamic glass transition, for certain 
values of the system parameters [10]. One of the appealing 
aspects of MeT is the absence of adjustable parameters: 
all information regarding both the particle interaction 
potential and thermodynamic state point enter via the static 
structure factor, which is assumed to be available from 
either independent measurements or equilibrium statistical 
mechanical calculations. For monodisperse hard-spheres, 
MeT predicts a dynamic glass transition at <P ~ 0.516 when 
the Percus-Yevick [15] approximation is used to generate 
the structure factor, although other values may be obtained 
using either altemative theories, simulation or experiment to 
determine the static equilibrium structure [66]. We note 
that using MeT together with Percus-Yevick structure factors 
enables a glass transition to be studied for monodisperse 
hard-spheres at volume fractions above freezing. Neither 
MeT nor PY theory is capable of incorporating crystalline 
ordering effects and both implicitly assume an amorphous 
microstructure. 

A shortcoming of the quiescent MeT is that it predicts an 
idealized glass transition with a divergent structural relaxation 
time and does not incorporate the activated processes which 
in experiment and simulation studies are found to truncate the 
divergence. While extensions of MeT aiming to incorporate 
additional relaxation channels have been proposed [67. 68], the 
underlying microscopic mechanisms remain unclear. Despite 
its mean-fie d character, the MeT does capture some aspects 
of the heterogeneous dynamics [6<)-72] which have been 
observed using confocal microscopy [73]. 

Finally, we note that a similar scenario of crystallization 
and dynamical arrest may be observed also in two-dimensional 
systems [65, 74]. Despite the reduced dimensionality and 
new physical mechanisms associated with melting in two 
dimensions (where the hexatic phase plays an important role) 
the phase diagram for both monodisperse and polydisperse 
hard-disc systems is qualitatively identical to the three
dimensional case illustrated in fgure 3. The close 
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analogies between two- and three-dimensional systems may 
be exploited when considering nonequilibrium situations for 
which numerical calculations in 3D may prove prohibitively 
time consuming [75]. Viewing a binary mixture as the simplest 
form of polydispersity, MeT has been employed to study the 
infuence of 'mixing' (variations in composition and size ratio) 
on the glass transition of three-dimensional hard-sphere [76] 
and two-dimensional hard-disc [77] systems. These studies 
have revealed intriguing connections between glassy arrest and 
random-close-packing. 

4.2. Attractive spheres 

The addition of an attractive component to the hard-sphcre 
potential can lead to an alternative form of dynamical arrest 
to either a gel at low volume fraction [78, 79] or an attractive 
glass state at higher volume fractions [80, 81] when the 
interpatticle attraction becomes suff ciently strong. The origins 
of the attractive interaction are various, e.g. van del' Waals 
forces [C)] or the depletion effect when non-adsorbing polymer 
is added to a dispersion [82-84]. This form of dynamical 
arrest has been investigated experimentally using both dynamic 
light scattering (see e.g. [79-81]) and confocal microscopy 
(see e.g. [8:5]). There is now compelling evidence both from 
experiment [86] and simulation [87] that for fnite densities 
gelation occurs via a process of arrested phase separation 
and that only for very dilute, strongly attractive, suspensions 
does this mechanism cross over to one of diffusion limited 
aggregation. 

When applied to attractive colloidal systems the MeT 
predicts a nonequilibrium 'phase diagram' which is in good 
agreement with the results of experiment and qualitatively 
describes the phase boundary separating fuid from arrested 
states as a function of volume t"i'action and attraction 
strength [80, 8 I]. Recent studies of systems in which the 
depletion attraction between patticles is complemented by the 
addition of a competing long range electrostatic repulsion [88] 
have revealed a rich and unexpected phase behaviour. including 
stable inhomogeneous phases [89] and metastable arrested 
states [90]. In addition, impressive new developments in 
colloid chemistry have enabled the construction of 'colloidal 
molecules' in which the particle surface is decorated with a 
prescribed number of attractive sites, thus rendering the total 
interaction potential anisotropic [91]. For a review of these 
more recent developments we refer the reader to [92]. 

5. Rheological phenomenology 

As noted in the introduction, dispersions of spherically 
symmetric colloidal particles exhibit a diverse range of 
response to externally applied f ow. Much, although not ale, 
of the generic rheological behaviour of colloidal dispersions is 
captured by the hard-sphere model introduced in section 4. I . 
In order to focus the discussion we will consider the special 
case of hard-spheres subject to a steady shear f1 w. In fi ure 4 
we show the results of stress controlled experiments performed 

7 For example, the yielding behaviour of attractive colloids is considered 
in [93] 
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Figure 4. The shear viscosity of an aqueous dispersion of co ll oidal 
latex as a function of the exte rnally applied shear stress. Data for a 
range of volume fractions are shown, fi'om dilute up to a dense 
colloidal liquid at (jJ = 0.50. Shear thinning is evident at intermediate 
stress values as the viscos ity of the dispers ion decreases due to 
ordering of the particles by the fow. At large r applied stresses, for 
sufI' ciently high volume traction, the dispersion shear thickens as 
hydrodynamic lubrication forces lead to cluste r form ation and 
increased disorder. (Figure adapted from [94].) 

on a dispers ion of spherical latex particles dispersed in water 
at various volume fract ions, ranging from a dilute 'coll oidal 
gas' up to ¢ = 0.5, corresponding to a dense co lloidal liquid 
state close to the freezing transition [94]. We note that for 
the experimental steady shear fow data shown in fgure 4 
it is not signif cant that the shear stress is empl oyed as th e 
control parameter dictating the fl w. The qui escent system is 
ergodic at al l considered state points and qualitatively identical 
results may thus be expected in an analogous strain controll ed 
experi ment, provided that the f ow remains homogeneous. 

5.1. Zero-shear viscosity 

For each of the vo lume fractions shown in f gure 4 the 
shear viscos ity 11 == CIxy/y is constan t for small applied 
stresses (corresponding to small shear rates) and defnes the 
zero-shear v iscos ity 110. The data shown in fgure 4 clearly 
demonstrate that the add iti on of co ll o idal particles leads to a 
dramatic in crease of 1)0 above that ofthe pure so lvent (note the 
logarithmic scale in f gure 4). 

From a theoretical perspective, there are two alte rnative 
ways to understand the in crease of 1)0 as a function of 
¢. The frst is to relate the v iscosity to the fow distorted 
pair correlation fun ctions in the limit of vani shing f ow 
rate (see section 6.1). The leading order an isotropy of 
g(r, Pe ~ 0) captures the perturbing effect of weak f ow 
on the microstructure and thus describes the increase of 11 in 
terms of temporally local and physically intuitive correlation 
functions. The second method, referred to as e ither the ' time 
correlation' or ' Green- Kubo ' approach, provides an equally 
rigorous method in w hich the v iscosity is expressed as a 
time integral over a transverse stress autocorrelat ion function 
(see section 7). Although the two approaches are formally 
equivalent, it is the latter which enab les a direct connection to 
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be made between 1)0 and the timescale describing the co ll ective 
relaxation of the mi crostructure. 

Within the Green-Kubo formali sm the thermodynamic 
coll o idal contribution to the zero-shear v iscosity is given 
by [ 19 1] 

CI
xy 100 

110 == .. = dtG eq (t), 
Y 0 

( 17) 

where the equ ilibrium shear modulus is formally defned as a 
stress autocorrelation function 

G () I ( , nl t , ) 
cq t = CIxye '" CIxy , kBTV . 

( 18) 

where V is the system vo lume and Q!q is the equilibrium 
adjoint Smoluchowski operator [ 14]. The fuctuating stress 
tensor e lement is given by axy == - Li F{ r;y, and the average 
is taken using the equili brium Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution. 

Equation ( 17) is an exact Green-Kubo relation which 
expresses a linear transport coeff cient, in this case the shear 
v iscos ity, as an in tegral over a mi croscopic autocorrelation 
function. For dense co lloidal dispersions the shear modulus 
starts from a well defned initial values from w hi ch it rapidly 
decays on a timescale set by d 2 

/ Do to a plateau. For much 
later times the modu lus decays further from the plateau to zero, 
thus identityi ng the timescale of structural relaxation fa (see 
f gure 5). The 'two step' decay of the time-dependent shear 
modulus is a generic feature of interacting systems exhibiting 
both a rapid microscop ic dynamics and a slower, interaction 
induced, structural relaxation and is famili ar from experiments 
and s imulations of both coll o idal and polymeric systems 
(where the Fouri er transform G* (w) is typically considered, 
rather th an G(t) directly). 

Within th e ideali zed mode-coupling th eory (MCT) the 
equ i I ibrium shear modulus ( 18) is approximated by [96] 

( 19) 

w here T is the temperature, Sk and S~ are the static structure 
factor and its derivative, respectively, and ~k (t) is the transient 
density correlator defned by 

(20) 

where Pk = Lj exp(ik . I'j). The co llective coordinates 
Pk are the central quantity within mode-coupling approaches 
and their autocorre lat ion (20) describes the temporal decay 
of density fuctuations wh ich s low and ultim ately arrest 
as the glass transition is approached. The mode-coupling 
approx imat ion ( 19) ar ises f"om projection ofthe dynamics onto 
density-pair modes and thus expresses the re laxat ion of stress 
fuctuat ions in terms of density f uctuations. Within MCT 

8 In general, the ini tia l value of the shear modulus is determined by near-f e ld 
hydrodynamic lubrication forces. The commonly studied case of Brownian 
hard-spheres in the absence of hydrodynami c interactions is a pathologica l 

I 
special case for wh ich G(t --> 0) ~ t - 2 as a consequence ofthe discontinuous 
potential interacti on. Nevertheless, the Brownian hard-sphere G(t ) rap idly 
becomes physical for later times. We refer the reader to [95] for more detail s 
on thi s issue. 
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Figul'c 5. The generalized shear modulus G(t) == G(t , Pe) at a 
volume fraction relative to the glass trans ition 
¢ - ¢" = - 1.16 x I 0- 3 calculated using the ex tended 
mode-~oupling approach [62]. The fn al relaxation of the equilibrium 
modulus (blue curve) serves to defin the alpha relaxation timescale. 
As the appl ied shear rate is increased the relaxation timescale is 
reduced. Curves are shown for Pe = 5.5 x 10- 3 (green), 1.1 x 10- 3 

(red) and 5.5 x 10- 4 (black) . The pl ateau value which develops for 
vo lume fractions approaching the glass transition is indicated by the 
broken line. The inset shows the same data as a function of stra in yt. 
(Reproduced w ith permiss ion Ii-om [62]. Copyright 2008, lOP 
Publishing.) 

the cor-relator is approximated by the so luti on of a nonlinear 
integro-differential equation 

where r q = q2/ Sq and the memory function is a quadratic 
functional of <Pk (t) which depends upon both vo lume fracti on 
and the static structure factor (which serves as proxy for 
the pair interacti ons). Ex pli cit expressions for the quiescent 
memory function may be found in [98]. Equation (2 1) predicts 

that fa diverges at the glass trans ition volume fraction which 
then leads, via eq uations ( 17) and ( 19), to a corresponding 

divergence of TJo . While in many cases the quiescent MeT 
gives a good account of experimental data [ II ] th e precise 
nature and location of thi s apparent divergence remains a 

matter of debate (see e.g . [97]). 

5.2. Shear thinning 

Turning again to f gure 4 it is ev ident that for a g iven vo lume 
fraction the viscosity decreases as a function of shear rate. 
This shear thinning behaviour typ ically sets in when the shear 
rate begins to exceed the inverse of the timescal e governing 
structural rel axation , that is for values of the Weissenberg 

num ber Wi == Yfa > I, where Y is th e characteri st ic rate
of~strai n and fa is th e structural re laxation time. Within th e 
range 0 < Wi < I th e system is within the linear response 
regime and th e f ow rate is suff ciently s low that th e co ll ective 
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relaxation of the mi crostructure, characterized by, e.g. , the 
decay ofthe transient density correlator (20), is no t infl enced. 

For Wi > I the rate of structural re laxation is enhanced 
by the fow fe ld. The modulus thus becomes a function of 
the shear rate and the viscosity shear thins. To incorporate thi s 
nonlinear response equation ( 17) may be generali zed to 

axv(Pe) 100 

TJ(Pe) == . . = dt G(t, Pe), 
Y 0 

(22) 

where the funct ional dependence on Pe has been made 
explicit. The nonlinear modulus is thus defned as 

I ( ' nIL ' ) G(t , Pe) = axye a xy , 
kBTV . 

(23) 

where Qt is the adjoint Smo luchowski operator generating 
the particl e dynamics [ 14]. Despite the equ ilibrium averaging 
employed in ( 18), it is important to note that an in itial stress 
fuctuation (Jxy evolves to a fl ctuation at later time t under 
the fu ll dynamics. including the effects of fow. This serves 
to distinguish the transient stress correlator ( 18) fi'om that 
which would naturally be measured in a computer simulation, 
where all averaging is performed w ith respect to the fu ll 
nonequi li brium di stribution functio n. In the absence of fow 
Qt = Qt and the equ ili brium result ( 18) is recovered . eq 

R ecent generali zations of th e mode-coup ling theory [20] 
provide approximate expressions for the nonlin ear modulus 
G(t, Pe), see section 7. These approaches incorporate the 
effects of shear f ow into th e memory kernel responsible 
for slow structural rel axati on and describe the speeding 
up of the relaxational dynamics. In f gure 5 we show 
G(t , Pe) calculated using the generalized MeT [62] for 
vo lume fractions close to (but below) the g lass transition at 
var ious values of th e shear rate. For Wi < I the equi li brium 
resu lt (blue curve) is not infuenced by the I' ow. However, for 
Wi > I the longest re laxation time becomes dictated by the 
fl wand f a ~ y- I, as is demon strated by the inset to fgure 5 
w hich shows the same data as a function of strain. From 
equation (22) it is clear that w ithin this generalized Green
Kubo approach the decrease of f a with increasing y. results 
in shear thinning ofthe viscosity. 

An altern ative, although equally valid, viewpoint is 
provided by approaches focusing on the f ow di storted 
pair correlations. Exact resu lts for low vo lume fraction 
di spers ions based on the pair Smoluchowski equation (see 
section 6. 1) have shown that shear thinning results ti'om a 
decrease in the Brownian contribution to the shear stress [56]. 
In di spers ions at hi gher volume fraction the reduction in 
the Browni an stress is mani fes t in an ordering of the 
particles in the di rection of f ow which serves to reduce 
the frequency of particle collisions . Within the shear 
thinning regime evidence for layered or string- li ke ordering 
in intermediate volume ti'action systems has been prov ided 
by Brownian dy nami cs s imulations [99 , 100] and, albeit with 
diffe rent characteri st ics, by Stokesian dynamics s imulations 
whi ch include hydrodynami c in teract ions [49 , 10 1- 103]. 
Interes ting ly, s imulations have also shown that the f ow 
induced order continues to develop fo llowing its initial 



onset. This 'ripening' of the ordered phase leads to a time
dependence of the viscosity known as thixotropy [1 02--J 05] 
and complicates the determination of f ow curves in both 
simulation and experiment. For each shear rate the 
measurement time must be sutT ciently long that the viscosity 
saturates to a plateau value before the shear rate is updated. 

We note that the same ordering mechanism discussed here 
for colloidal dispersions would also lead to an analogous shear 
thinning scenario for atomic liquids (e.g. liquid argon). In this 
case, however, the shear rates required to observe such non
Newtonian rheology are several orders of magnitude larger 
than those readily accessible in experiment. For this reason, 
non-Newtonian effects in atomic systems remain largely a 
matter of academic interest. 

5.3. Shear thickening 

Following the regime of shear thinning, a second Newtonian 
plateau develops for which the viscosity attains an approx
imately constant value as a function of shear rate and the 
f ow induced ordering of the system continues to develop. At 
higher shear rates the viscosity undergoes a rapid increase once 
a critical value of the shear stress is exceeded. Such shear 
thickening behaviour can be either continuous [58] or discon
tinuous [106] in character and is somewhat counterintuitive 
in light of the discussion presented in section 5.2 regarding 
f ow induced microstructural ordering and its connection to 
shear thinning. Suspensions of nonaggregating particles at 
intermediate volume fractions generally show reversible shear 
thickening, however the details of the increase in viscosity 
depend upon the details of the system (particle-type, solvent, 
etc) as well as the thermodynamic control parameters [107]. 

In section 5.2 we noted that the onset of shear thinning 
occurs for values of the Weissenberg number Wi > 1, 
ref ecting the essential competition between f ow and structural 
relaxation. In contrast, the onset of shear thickening behaviour 
is determined by the value of the bare Peclet number Pe, thus 
serving to highlight the different mechanisms dominating the 
physics of thinning and thickening states. In experiment, the 
difference in scaling of Wi and Pe with particle diameter d 
enables the extent of the second Newtonian plateau separating 
shear thinning and shear thickening regimes to be controlled as 
a function of particle size. When the microstructure under f ow 
is also of interest, the constraints of instrumental resolution 
(in e.g. confocal microscopy) place additional limits on the 
particle size which have also to be taken into consideration. 

The earliest theoretical explanations of shear thickening 
in colloidal dispersions proposed that the observed viscosity 
increase is the consequence of an order-to-disorder transi
tion [108, 109]. Within this picture, the ordered planes 
of particles which form within the shear thinning regime, 
and which persist throughout the second Newtonian viscosity 
plateau, begin to interact via hydrodynamic coupling at 
suff ciently high shear rates. This interaction pulls particles out 
of the layers, leading to increased particle collisions, disorder, 
and a consequent increase in viscosity. The onset of shear 
thickening is thus identif ed with the hydrodynamic instability 
of a layered microstructure (see [110] for a discussion of this 
issue). 
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Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the microstructural order and 
disorder induced in a dense colloidal dispersion by shear fl \V. At 
low values of P e (leftmost conf guration) the viscosity remains 
constant as diffusion is able to restore the equilibrium microstructure 
more rapidly than the shear fl w can disrupt it. At intenllediate shear 
rates (central configura ion) the rate of shear exceeds the rate of 
structural relaxation, Wi > I leading to microstructural ordering and 
shear thinning. At high shear rates (right configura ion) 
hydrodynamic lubrication forces lead to particle clustering which 
strongly enhances the hydrodynamic contribution to the viscosity and 
result in shear thickening. 

Despite the intuitive appeal of interpreting shear 
thickening as an order-to-disorder transition, questions were 
raised by the experiments of [I 10, II I] in which a specifi 
system (electrostatically stabilized Latex particles in glycols) 
was found to display shear thickening in the absence of 
an ordered phase. These results suggested that while an 
ordered phase may well precede the shear thickening regime 
as the shear rate is increased, it is not a necessary pre
requisite. According to these fndings, shear thickening occurs 
via an independent physical mechanism and is not simply 
related to a loss of microstructural order. Further insight 
into the microscopic mechanism underlying shear thickening 
was provided by Stokesian dynamics simulations [99, I 12] 
which identif ed the formation of hydrodynamically bound 
particle clusters at high shear rates. Such 'hydroclusters' 
form when the shear f ow is suff ciently strong that the 
particle surfaces are driven close together. At such small 
separations the hydrodynamic lubrication forces dramatically 
reduce the relative mobility of the particles such that they 
remain trapped together in a bound orbit (a point which 
we will later revisit in section 6.2). Transient shear-driven 
hydroclusters would appear to be the defning feature of 
shear thickened states and experimental evidence for their 
importance is accumulating [I 13]. Nevertheless, opinion 
remains divided regarding the fundamental mechanisms at 
work [114]. 

The hydrodynamic mechanisms described above give 
rise to a continuous, albeit rapid, rise in the viscosity as 
a function of shear rate. An alternative scenario may 
arise \vhen, at some critical value of the shear rate, the 
viscosity exhibits a discontinuous jump as the system becomes 
jammed [58, 108, 115-117]. While it is anticipated that 
hydrodynamics will be relevant for the description of shear 
thickening at intermediate volume fi-actions (e.g. 0 < ¢ < 
0.5, as considered in f gure 4) alternative mechanisms may 
become important upon approaching the glass transition. 
In [I] 8-120] a 'schematic' mode-coupling theory similar 
to those to bc discussed in section 7 was developed, in 
which a coupling to stress was introduced into the nonlinear 
equations determining the decay of the transient density 
correlator. Upon varying the model parameters a range of 



rheological behaviour was revealed, including both continuous 
and discontinuous shear thickening, as well as a jamming 
transition to a non-ergodic solid state. Within this picture, 
shear thickening and jamming are viewed as a type of stress 
induced glass transition, for which the applied stress inhibits 
particle motion, even in the absence of hydrodynamics. A 
number of'vvorks have suggested a relationship between shear 
thickening and jamming [3, 4, 103, 121] although details of 
the connection between hydrodynamic cluster formation and 
jamming transitions of the kind more familiar from studies of 
granular media [122] remain unclear. 

The addition of an attractive component to the strongly 
repulsive colloidal core can lead to gel formation and 
in'eversible focculation (see section 4.2). For such systems 
shear thickening is generally not observed, as the increase in 
the hydrodynamic contribution to the viscosity with increasing 
shear rate is more than compensated for by the decrease in 
the thermodynamic contribution arising from the attraction 
(see e.g. [123]). The generic behaviour of gel and f oc 
states is thus monotonic shear thinning as a function of shear 
rate [107]. It is therefore surprising that recent experiments 
using attractive carbon black particles [124] have identif ed 
a rich shear thickening behaviour for which the viscosity 
increases beyond a critical value of the applied shear stress. In 
this case an additional physical mechanism has been proposed 
by which the forces exerted by shear fl w cause fl cs to break 
apart, leading to an increased sUiface area and thus greater 
hydrodynamic dissipation [124]. 

As pointed out in section 5.2, shear thinning is not unique 
to colloidal systems and can also be observed, albeit at high 
shear rates, in simple atomic liquids. In contrast, shear 
thickening of the type discussed above is not found in atomic 
systems (for which the 'solvent' is a vacuum) and demonstrates 
clearly the breakdown ofthe correspondence between colloidal 
and simple liquids for strongly nonequilibrium states. Indeed it 
is quite clear that the view of colloids as 'big atoms' [125] will 
only hold in situations for which the infuence ofthe solvent is 
negligible and that new physics may emerge when the role of 
hydrodynamic interactions becomes signif cant. We note that 
an alternative type of shear thickening has been observed at 
high shear rates in molecular dynamics simulations of simple 
liquids [126--129]. In these simulations a profle unbiased 
thermostat was employed to remove artefacts which may arise 
when a linear tl w profi e is assumed. Shear thickening was 
observed in simulations performed at constant volume, but not 
in those performed at constant pressure. 

Finally, we would like to note that the onset of shear 
thickening at high fl w rates has been associated with 
unexpected behaviour of the f rst normal stress difference 
NI = O'xx - O'yy. Typically, dispersions at low or moderate 
shear rate exhibit a positive value of N1, indicating that a 
Weissenberg (or 'rod climbing') effect would be observed 
in shear experiments performed in a Couette geometry [2]. 
Experiments on dense colloidal dispersions with repulsive 
interactions [I 16, 130, 13 I] have revealed that NI can 
change sign from positive to negative upon increasing 
the f ow rate into the regime where the viscosity shear 
thickens. Similar behaviour has been observed in Stokesian 
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Figure 7. Many commonly studied colloidal particles (e.g. PNIPAM) 
consist ofa polymeric core grafted with a layer of polymer 
(schematically represented on the left) which serves to stabilize 
against f occulation. Given a sufI ciently dense and crosslinked 
polymer brush the particles exhibit a strongly repulsive effective 
potential interaction approximating that of hard-spheres with radius 
R. The ability of the solvent to penetrate into the brush results in a 
hydrodynamic radius RH < R. These effects may be mimicked by a 
simple hard-sphere model (sketch on the right) in which Rj RH can 
be used to control the influenc of hydrodynamic interactions. 

dynamics simulations [1.,2] and in numerical solutions of 
the Smoluchowski equation for dilute systems [133]. In 
contrast to these results for purely repulsive interactions, recent 
experiments on attl'active f occulated colloidal dispersions 
display a monotonically increasing NJ throughout the shear 
thickening regime [124]. 

5.4. Yield stress 

For colloidal fuid states (0 < ¢ < 0.494) the data presented 
in f gure 4 represent the generic phenomenology of dispersions 
of strongly repulsive colloids under shear f ow. In fact, this 
behaviour is not limited to simple shear. Qualitatively identical 
behaviour is found in Stokesian dynamics simulations for 
the extensional viscosity [22] of dispersions of hard-sphere 
colloids under steady extensional f ow, with the shear rate 
replaced by the rate of Hench.;r strain [52]. 

As already noted in section 5. L increasing the volume 
fraction of a colloidal liquid leads to a strong increase 
in the zero-shear viscosity. Assuming that crystallization 
has been suppressed by polydispersity. the volume fraction 
can then be further increased, eventually resulting in an 
apparent divergence of the zero-shear viscosity, either at the 
glass transition volume fraction (according to mode-coupling 
theory [10, 96 D, 01' some higher volume fl'action approaching 
random-close-packing [97]. The variation of the viscosity as 
a function of shear rate for volume fractions ranging from 
0.45 to 0.57 is demonstrated in more detail by the data shown 
in f gure 1\. These experiments were pertonned on a system 
ofpoly(ethylene glycol)-grafled polystyrene colloidal particles 
dispersed in water [134]. For the two lowest volume fractions 
considered (¢ = 0.45 and 0.48) a clear zero-shear viscosity 
may be identif ed from the low shear rate plateau, with shear 
thinning evident at higher shear rates for ¢ = 0.48. As the 
volume fraction is increased above 0.48 the low shear rate 
plateau moves to smaller rates, out ofthe experimental window 
of resolution, and the dispersion shows shear thinning over 
the entire range. Analysis of the intensity correlation function 
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Figure 8. Shear thinning and the dynamic yield stress of a 
concentrated aqueous dispersion ofpoly(ethylene glycol)-grafted 
polystyrene colloidal particles which, to a good approximation, 
behave as hard-spheres. The main f gure and inset show the viscosity 
and shear stress, respectively, as a function of shear rate. (Reprinted 
with pennission from [134]. Copyright 2005 by the American 
Physical Society.) 

(related to the transient density correlator (20)) measured using 
dynamic light scattering leads to an estimate of the glass 
transition for this system of 0.53 < ¢g < 0.55, somewhat 
lower than the typical value ¢g ~ 0.58 obtained for PMMA 
hard-sphere-like colloids. The viscosity data for the two 
highest volume fractions (¢ = 0.55 and 0.57) are consistent 
with a divergence in the zero-shear viscosity at the glass 
transition, as predicted by the MeT (see section 5. J). 

According to the extended MeT [20, 57, 135], for glassy 
states the slowest relaxation time is fa ~ y-I, which leads, via 
equation (22), to 1] ~ G(t -+ oo)y-I, where G(t -+ (0) is 
the plateau modulus (see f gure 5), thus reproducing the power 
law decay of the viscosity demonstrated by the data in fgure 8. 
For the idealized glassy states considered by MeT, where fa 

is infnite in the absence of fow, this power law dependence 
extends to the limit y -+ 0, resulting in a true divergence. In 
real colloidal experiments, higher order relaxation processes 
will always endow the quiescent system with a fnite value 
of fa and the viscosity divergence will be truncated. The 
low shear divergence of the viscosity and power law shear 
thinning 1] ~ y-I suggested by fgure 8 are supported by 
independent experiments perfOlmed on thermosensitive core
shell particles [60, 6 J]. However, some recent experiments 
on sterically stabilized PMMA particles provide contradictory 
evidence and have suggested a nontrivial dependence of the 
relaxation time on shear rate, namely fa ~ y-o.s, which 
remains to be understood [136]. 

The inset to f gure 8 shows the shear stress as a function 
of shear rate and provides an alternative representation of the 
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viscosity data shown in the main paneL For the two highest 
volume fraction samples (¢ = 0.55 and 0.57) the shear stress 
becomes constant for the lowest shear rates considered, thus 
identifYing a dynamic yield stress for glassy states. Both the 
shear thinning as a function of Pe and appearance ofa dynamic 
yield stress as a function of ¢ evidenced by fi ure 8 are well 
described by the extended MeT [60, 61]. 

The relationship between the dynamic yield stress and 
the more familiar static yield stress mirrors that between stick 
and slip fi·iction in engineering applications (O'~tat > O':yn 

is thus to be expected). Indeed, it may be argued that the 
dynamic yield stress is, in fact, a more well defned quantity 
than the static yield stress. The latter is typically defned as 
the step stress amplitude which must be exceeded such that the 
system will f ow at long times9

• The point of static yield may 
therefore be dependent upon details of the system preparation, 
with the consequence that nonstationary properties, such as 
sample age in colloidal glasses, could infuence the outcome of 
a given experiment I o. Moreover, the existence of creep motion, 
for which the strain increases sublinearly with time, makes 
diff cult an unambiguous identif cation ofthe static yield stress. 
In contrast, the dynamic yield stress is defned as the limiting 
stress within a sequence of ergodic, fuidized steady states and 
is thus independent of prior sample history. 

It is apparent from equation (22) that a dynamic yield 
stress can only exist in the event that Ta ~ Y -v, with 
v = 1. Values of v less than unity result in a shear 
stress O'xy(Y -+ 0) = 0, despite the fact that the viscosity 
diverges. We thus note that a low shear rate divergence of 
the viscosity is a necessary but not suffcient condition for 
the existence of a yield stress. While the results presented 
in [13()] apparently cast doubts on the existence ofa dynamic 
yield stress for certain colloidal glasses, complications due to 
inhomogeneous, shear localized fow make this a subject of 
ongoing debate [J 37]. 

The interplay between static and dynamic yield has 
been investigated in simulation studies of a glass forming 
binary Lennard-lones mixture (the Kob-Anderson model) 
using molecular dynamics simulations [J38, 139]. In these 
simulations the mixture was confned between two atomistic 
walls, one of which was then subjected to either a constant 
stress or constant strain in order to induce shear f ow. It is 
important to note that due to the application of shear through 
the boundaries, the fow profle within the confned fuid/glass 
is an output of the numerical calculation and is not constrained 
to be linear. 

In f gure () we show the simulated f ow curve for this 
system (analogous to that shown in the inset to f gure 8) for 
a glassy statepoint, calculated by applying a fxed rate-of
strain to one of the bounding walls [138, 139]. When the 

<) We note that there exist numerous alternative defnitions of the 'yield stress' 
in the literature. Two common choices are: (i) the maximum value of the stress 
overshoot which occurs in response to the onset of steady shear f ow, (ii) the 
point for which G' = Gil as a function of amplitude for fxed frequency in 
oscillatory experiments (strain sweeps). 
10 This expectation is supported by the simulations performed in [13B] which 
found that the maximum of the stress-strain curve during staIt-up shear f ow, 
often identifie as the static yield stress. exhibits a logarithmic dependence on 
the age of the system. 
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Figure 9. Molecular dynamics simulation results for a glass forming 
binary Lennard-Jones mixture. The lull line shows the shear stress as 
a fllI1~tion of the total shear rate under conditions for which a 
constant rate-of-strain is applied to one of the bounding walls. The 
square (labelled Oy) indicates the static yield stress obtained by 
sequentially increasing the applied stress until the system begins to 
exhibit viscous fl w. For values of the stress between dynamic and 
static yield points, the system was found to exhibit inhomogeneolls 
fow. (Reprinted with permission from [138]. Copyright 2004, 
American Institute of Physics.) 

shear stress is plotted as a function of the total strain rate 
(which may differ from the local rate-of-strain) a dynamic 
yield stress can clearly be identif ed. It was observed in 
the simulations that at suff ciently low (total) shear rates, 
an inhomogeneous fow profIe develops in which a static 
layer coexists with a fuidized region exhibiting a linear f ow 
profIe. In a complementary set of simulations a lower bound 
for the static yield stress was identif ed by slowly (stepwise) 
increasing the shear stress until viscous f1 w could be detected 
at long times. The static yield stress thus obtained was found to 
provide a criterion for determining the onset of inhomogeneous 
f ow. These observations may be consistent with experiments 
on PMMA colloids exhibiting inhomogeneous fow [136] but 
are apparently at odds with experiments on core-shell palticles 
which do not give indications of banding or shear localization 
effects [60, 61, 134]. While these discrepancies remain to be 
understood, it seems possible that the softness of the potential 
interaction in the core-shell systems studied in [60, 61, 134] 
may playa role in maintaining homogeneous fow. 

6. Theoretical approaches to flui states 

There cUtTently exist several alternative theoretical approaches 
to frst-principles calculation of the microstructure and 
macroscopic rheology of colloidal dispersions subject to 
externally applied f ow. Each of the available approximation 
schemes is tailored to capture the physically relevant 
aspects of the correlated particle motion within a restricted 
range of volume fractions. Theories aiming to treat low 
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and intermediate volume fraction dispersions take as their 
common statting point the pair Smoluchowski equation, 
which is an exact coarse-grained reduction of the many
body Smoluchowski equation (14). At high volume 
iI'actions close to the glass transition the pair Smoluchowski 
equation no longer provides a convenient statting point 
and an alternative approach capable of capturing slow 
structural relaxation is required. This is provided by 
the recently developed integration through transients mode
coupling theory [16, 17,20, J 35]. In the following, we wilt frst 
introduce the pair Smoluchowski equation before proceeding 
to follow the 'volume fraction axis' to give an overview of the 
current state of research on the theory of f owing states. 

6.1. The pair Smoluchowski equation 

While equation (14) provides a well def ned microscopic 
dynamics, it has been found useful to statt iI'om an 
equivalent coarse-grained level of description by integrating 
out unnecessary degrees offreedom from the outset. Assuming 
spatial translational invariance, integration of equation (14) 
over the centre-of-mass coordinate of a pair of particles and 
the remaining N - 2 particles leads to an equation for the f ow 
distorted pair correlation function as a function of r = r2 - rl 
(see e.g. [56, 140--142]) 

ag(r) + Vr • [v(r) g(r) - OCr) . Vrg(r)] 
at 
= - Vr • [OCr) • f3 F(r) g(r)] (24) 

where we have suppressed explicit time-dependence in the 
function arguments for notational convenience and where 
we have introduced the gradient operator Vr = '112 - VI. 
The conditional probability to fnd patticles at coordinates 
r3 ... rN, given that the frst two are known to be at locations 
rj and r2, respectively, is given by P(r3, ... ,l'Nlrj,r2) = 
P(rl, ... , rN)/ P(rl' r2) and is required to calculate the 
functions F(r), OCr) and v(r) entering equation (24). The frst 
of these functions, F(r), describes the force acting between 
our chosen pair of particles due to both direct potential 
interaction vCr), taken here to be pairwise additive, and indirect 
interactions transmitted via the surrounding N - 2 patticles 

F(r) = -Vr vCr) - dr3 I" J 

n f g(3)(r r2 r o
) 

2 g(rl' r2) 
x (V1v(lrl - r31) - Vlv(lrj - r31», (25) 

where g(3)(rl, r2, r3) is the nonequilibrium triplet distribution 
function. The diffusion tensor is similat'ly obtained by 
conditional averaging and contains details ofthe hydrodynamic 
interactions 

OCr) = 2Do (~~ G(r) + (8 - ~~) H(r) ), (26) 

where rr denotes a dyadic product and the scalar hydrody
namic functions G(r) and H (r) remain to be specif ed. Finally, 
the relative velocity of a pair of particles is given by 

v(r) = tc • r + C(r) : K (27) 

where K is the symmetric rate-of-strain tensor K (tc + 
IC T) /2 and C is the (third rank) hydrodynamic resistance tensor 



describing the disturbance of the aff ne f ow due to the presence 
of th e parti cI es 

The tensor C arises from purely geometrical considerations and 
is not material specif c. It is interesting to note that the addition 
of hydrodynamic interactions prevents advection leading to 
unphysical hard-core overlap. A pair of approaching particles 
thus 'fl w around' each other in the solvent f ow, an effect 
taken care of by the second term in equation (27). 

In the dilute limit, much is known about the hydrodynamic 
functions A, B, G and H, as only an isolated pair of spheres 
must be considered. For both large and small separations 
analytical expressions for these functions exist [47] and are 
supplemented by tabulated numerical data for intermediate 
ranges [143]. At higher volume fractions approximations are 
required to obtain the hydrodynamic functions and a number 
of schemes have been developed which aim to incorporate the 
effects of many-body hydrodynamics [27.49,95, 144, 145]. 
In the absence of hydrodynamic interactions A = B = 0 
and G = H = 1 leading to considerable simplif cation. It 
should be noted that C = 0 in this limit, with the consequence 
that affi e motion alone can lead to hard-core overlaps. While 
an exact treatment of the thermodynamic palt of the problem 
would lend such unphysical conf gurations zero statistical 
weight, care must be exercised in approximate treatments 
which may satisty only partially this important geometrical 
constraint. 

Although the coarse-grained pair Smoluchowski equa
tion (24) is still exact (under the assumption of homogeneity), 
it does not provide a closed expression for the microstructure, 
as encoded in g(r). Evaluation of the integral term required to 
determine the force (25) demands knowledge of the nonequi
librium triplet distribution function, which remains unknown 
and contains the residual infuence ofthe surrounding particles 
which have been integrated out. This situation is familiar from 
the BBGKY hierarchy [15] for which the triplet correlations 
must be approximated in terms of the pair correlations (using 
e.g. the Kirkwood superposition approximation) in order 
to arrive at a closed equation. In recent years, accurate 
approximations tor the equilibrium triplet correlations of 
certain model systems have been developed [146, 147]. Less 
is known regarding the nature of the triplet correlations in 
nonequilibrium situations. Recent simulations [149] using 
accelerated Stokes ian dynamics [4 I, 50] have revealed the 
existence of aligned particle triplets under shear and it may be 
hoped that such microstructural insights will eventually lead to 
improved theories by guiding the development of approximate 
closures for the triplet correlations. Some ofthe approaches to 
be reported in section 6.3 have attempted to make progress in 
this direction by approximating explicitly the integral term on 
the right-hand side of(24). 

We note that, although the assumption of spatial 
homogeneity underlying (24) is mathematically convenient 
(for a translationally invariant system the only physically 
relevant coordinate is the separation vector r = rz - rl), it 
may not be appropriate under all conditions. The presence 
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Figure 10. For mathematically perfect hard-spheres with a 
hydrodynamic radius equal to the radius of potential interaction, 
RH = R, particle pairs exhibit well define trajectories. Taking a 
reference frame in which one particle is fxed at the origin (yellow) 
the second particle (red) follows the trajectories shown in the 'pure 
hydrodynamic limit' oflarge Pe [30]. The f gure shows some 
sample trajectories in the z = 0 fow-gradient plane (see e.g. [6]). 
Closed orbits are indicated in red and open in black. The apparent 
fore-aft mirror symmetry gives rise to Newtonian rheology. 

of spatial inhomogeneity induced by either external potential 
fie ds, shear banded or shear localized states complicates the 
coarse graining procedure, resulting in an inhomogeneous 
version of (24). While these issues should pose no diff culty 
at low volume fractions, for which the right-hand side of (24) 
may be disregarded, caution should be exercised when treating 
systems at higher volume fraction. 

Once g(r) is known, calculation of the stress tensor 
describing the macroscopic rheological response becomes 
possible. Although exact expressions relating the stress 
tensor to the f ow distorted microstructure are known 
formally, the situation is complicated by the appearance 
of unknown conditionally averaged hydrodynamic functions 
in the expressions. However, reliable approximations for 
these functions are available and enable the stress to be 
evaluated directly from g(r) [27]. For the simpler case 
of a system interacting via a pair potential and in the 
absence of hydrodynamic interactions, the stress tensor may 
be completely determined by a simple integral over the pair 
correlation function [148] 

n
2 f rr 

(J' = -nksTl + 5l)s¢iC - dr v'(r)g(r), 
2 r 

(29) 

where v'(r) is the derivative of the pair potential, I)s the 
solvent viscosity, 1 the identity matrix and rr denotes a dyadic 
product. Note that the second term on the right-hand side of 
equation (29) assumes that the particles possess a well defned 
hard-core from which the solvent is excluded. 

In the absence of f ow the stress tensor is diagonal with 
the osmotic pressure given by IT = - Tr (J'13. For a 
system of pure hard-spheres the familiar equation of state 
f3 ITln = 1 + 4¢g(d) is thus recovered. When under shear 
f ow equation (29) yields a shear viscosity due to the colloids 
I) = 5 ¢ I)s/2 + 0(¢2), where the frst term corresponds to 
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Figure II. The pair contributions to the relative shear viscosity of a 
dilute colloidal dispersion under steady shear tl w for three values of 
the ratio R/ RH (see fi gur 7). To second order in <p the relative 
viscosity is given by 'Ir == 1)/ l/ s = I + 5<pH/2 + A(Pe, R/ RH) <p2, 
where <PH = (RH / R) 3 <p , and A (P e, R/ RI_I ) can be divided into 
hydrodynami c and Brownian contributions A = AH + AB . As 
R/ R/-I -? I the dispersion shows shear thickening at large Pe values 
due to the increase in the hydrodynamic contribution to the shear 
stress. As the value of R/ RH is increased the increase in AH becomes 
balanced by the decrease in AB and only shear thinning remains. 
(F igure adapted from [133].) 

Einstein 's class ic dilute limit result [ 150] and the corrections 
to hi gher order in ¢ come fj'om th e ani sotropy of g(r) ins ide 
the integral term . It is clear from equati on (29) that f ow 
induced mi crostructural ani sotropy can give rise to the f nite 

normal stress differences NI = 0'" - O'yy and N2 = O'yy - O'zz 

characteris ti c of non-Newtoni an rheo logy. The dyadic weight 
factor entering th e integral term has the consequence that if 
g(r) possesses a mirror sy mmetry about the x = 0 pl ane then 
th e integral term w ill be equal to zero and the rh eo logy w ill 
thus be Newtonian. Whil e this' fo re- aft ' symm etry of the pair 
di stribu tion function is an exact mathematical consequence of 
the ' pure hydrodynami c limit', in whi ch the motion of the 
particl es is determined by Stokes f ow alone [ 15 1, 152], chaot ic 
many-body parti cle motion and experimental perturbati ons, 
such as particl e surface roughness, present in real co ll o ida l 
systems break the symm etlY and resul t in a non-Newtoni an 
rheo logy [56]. 

6.2. Low volume fraction 

Efforts to obtain a microscopic understanding of co ll o id 
rh eo logy began wi th the seminal 1906 work o f Einste in in 
whi ch it was shown how the shear v iscos ity of a dilute 
di spers ion of hard spheri cal co ll o ids increases with coll o idal 
vo lume fracti on, assuming that both the vo lume fraction and 

th e shear rate remain small (." = "'5(1 + 5¢!2» [ 150]. 
Einstein 's study addressed the one-body problem of a s ingle 
colloid suspended in a Newtoni an fuid. The next step is 
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naturally to consider the interaction between pairs of co llo idal 
parti cles, thus making possibl e a di scussion of th e pair 
correlati on function s and their relation to rheolog ical fun ctions 
at low volum e fraction. Study of the two-particl e dilute limit 
was initi ated by Batchelor [30, 15 1- 153] whose fundamental 
work form ed the bas is for th e more recent investi gat ions by 
Brady and co-workers [56, 133 , 154]. 

At low vo lume fraction, equation (24) admits analytical 
solution in the limits Pe -+ 0 and 00 [56, 154] and 
prec ise numeri cal results have been obtained for intermedi ate 
values of Pe , both w ith and without hy drodynami c 
interacti ons [133 , 157]. Exact results are made poss ibl e by 
th e fact th at, in th e dilute limit, tripl et correlati ons in the pair 
Smoluchowski equation may be neglected leading to a closed 
expression for g (r) . N eglecting the di ff cult integral term in 
equation (24) incurs an O(¢) error whi ch becomes irre levant as 
¢ -+ 0 and y ields a closed equation fo r g (r) w hic h is exact to 
lowest order in the volume fraction and valid fo r a ll Pe values. 
For the si mple special case of hard-spheres equati on (24) thus 
reduces to the equation-oF-moti on 

ag(r) + Vr • [v(r)g (r) - Pe- I D(r). Vg (r)] = 0, (3 0) 
at 

where w e have scaled di stance and tim e w ith parti cle radius 
and f ow rate, respectively, such that P e appears expli citly. 
In order to fully specify the probl em equation (30) must be 
suppl emented w ith appropriate boundaty conditions enforcing 
both the requirement that the particl es do not penetrate, vi a 
a no-f ux condition at r = d, and th at g (r) -+ I as 
r -+ 00 [6]. The f rst o f these boundaty conditions is 
clearly an exact physical requirement and is valid a lso at higher 
vo lume fractions. The second conditi on assumes the decay of 
'wake' structures whi ch develop in g (r) downstream from the 
reference particl e at hi gher f ow rates. Detai led ana lys is of (30) 
has shown that the range of the wake scales linearly w ith Pe, 
thus justif-y ing the choi ce o fboundalY conditions. 

For systems interacting via a spheri cally sy mm etric pair 
potenti a l it can be shown that, regardl ess of volume fraction, 
in the weak f ow limit Pe -+ 0 a steady fow fie d acts on 
the spheri cally symm etri c equilibrium distributi on geq(r) to 
produce an O(Pe) perturbation [6, 153] 

[ 
r· iC ·r ] 

g (r) = geq(r) 1 - Pe r 2 f(r) , (3 1) 

where iC = ii: /.J 2ii: : ii: , with ii: is del' ned below equation (29). 
In the dilute limit geq (r) = B (- r - I) and substitution of(3 1) 
into (30) y ie lds a different ial equati on for the dim ensionl ess 
fun cti on fer) w hi ch has been solved for several in teracti on 
potentia ls of interes t [6]. A lthough analyti cal express ions 
ex ist for certa in systems, a numeri cal integration is still 
required to obtai n f(r) in the special case of hard-spheres w ith 
hydrodynami c in teractions [6, 153]. 

The extension of equation (3 1) to hi gher order in the Peclet 
number has been analysed in considerable detail [ 154]. It can 
be shown that g (r ) has a regul ar perturbati on expansion to 
O(Pe2) but that cal culation of the next order term requires 
s ingul ar perturbation theory, yielding an O(Pe5

/
2

) correcti on. 



The calculation of higher order terms in the Pe expansion 
requires use of matched asymptotic expansions which rapidly 
become intractable and make preferable a numerical solution 
of (30). The expansion of the distorted structure is given 
by [154] 

g(r) = 1 + 11 Pe + fzPe 2 + 15/2Pe5/2 + ... , (32) 

where comparison with (3 I), and noting that geq(r > 2R) = 1 
for hard-spheres at low volume fraction, enables identif cation 
of the coeff cient 11. To O(Pe) the rheology is predicted to 
be Newtonian with normal stress differences identically equal 
to zero [30]. Non-Newtonian rheology frst occurs at O(Pe2), 
which is suff cient to capture both nonzero normal stresses and 
the f rst f ow induced correction to the osmotic pressure [154]. 

Analytic solutions to equation (3U) exist also in 
the 'pure hydrodynamic limit' of strong f ows (Pe -+ 

00) and have highlighted the subtle balance between 
hydrodynamic and potential forces in determining the 
rheological response [3~, 152]. For large Peclet number steady 
f ows the solution of equation (.30) is well approximated by the 
solution of the simplifed equation V . [vCr) g(r)] = 0 (subject 
to the boundary condition g(r) = 1 at r = 00), despite the fact 
that the approximation neglects the boundary layer and thus 
violates the no-fux condition at contact. Subject to certain 
conditions on the trajectories of particle pairs, Batchelor and 
Green proved the surprising result that the simplif ed equation 
predicts a spherically symmetric radial distribution function for 
hard-spheres, leading to Newtonian rheology [152]. This clear 
prediction is a direct consequence of the fore-aft symmetry 
of g(r) (see section 6.1) inherent in the assumed Stokesian 
solvent f ow. In f gure lOwe show sample trajectories of a 
hard-sphere in shear f ow as it moves around a second sphere 
held fxed at the coordinate origin. Of palticular interest is 
the existence of closed trajectories along which the pmticles 
become trapped in bound orbits and which are connected to 
the lubrication force required to displace solvent from the 
region between the particles [47]. In fact, the lubrication 
force acting between a pair of perfect spheres at separation 
r shows. a divergence, Flub ~ (r / R - 2) -I, corresponding 
to surface contact. Crucially, the time-reversibility of the 
Stokes equations dictating the solvent f ow implies that the 
torce required to push particles together is identical to that 
required to pull them apart, with the consequence that pmticle 
trajectories exhibit the fore-aft mirror symmetry apparent in 
fgure 10. 

Despite the sound mathematical evidence provided 
in [152], serious doubts were cast by subsequent experiments 
on intermediate volume fi'action hard-sphere-like colloidal 
dispersions, which seemed to contradict the theoretical 
predictions by identifying a non-Newtonian rheology at large 
fl w rates [J 55]. It should be noted that the reversibility 
of Stokes fow implies that fore-aft symmetry in the pure 
hydrodynamic limit holds also for fnite volume fractions and 
so the value ¢ = 0.4 employed in the experiments of [155] 
cannot be held responsible for the apparent discrepancy. 
The situation was eventually resolved by Brady and Morris, 
who analytically identif ed a boundary layer in the region 
close to particle contact in which Brownian motion balances 
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advection [56]. The analysis of [56] indeed recovers the 
fndings of [152] in the case that the hydrodynamic radius 
is equal to the excluded volume radius, as would be the 
case for mathematically perfect hard-spheres with no surface 
roughness. However, when the excluded volume radius 
exceeds the hydrodynamic radius, even by a very small 
amount, the residual Brownian motion within the anisotropic 
boundary layer of g(r) leads to a non-Newtonian rheology in 
the strong f ow limit. Figure 7 shows a sketch of the model 
employed in [56]. The physical origin of these symmetry 
breaking surface effects remains an open problem and is 
likely to be a function of various system specifi parameters 
(e.g. surface roughness). We note that the existence of a 
boundary layer structure was originally identifed in studies of 
the distorted structure factor of colloids under shear [156]. 

The analytical results for Pe -+ 0 and 00 for 
hard-spheres under steady shear have been both confrmed 
and supplemented by full numerical solutions at all values 
of Pe [133, J 57]. These accurate numerical studies 
revealed that the dilute dispersions described by equation (30) 
demonstrate not only shear thinning and fnite normal stresses 
at intennediate fl w rates (accessible from the expansion (32) 
to O(Pe2», but also shear thickening at high f ow rates [133]. 
Shear thinning in dilute systems is correlated with a 
nonvanishing distortion of the structure factor in the plane 
perpendicular to the f ow direction [158]. 

In f gure 1 J we show some of the numerical results 
obtained in [J 33] for the shear viscosity of a dilute dispersion 
as a function of Pe. In these calculations the effective sphere 
model sketched in f gure 7 was employed and results are shown 
for three values of the ratio of potential to hydrodynamic 
radius, R/ RH. To second order in ¢ the relative viscosity may 
be expressed as 

where ¢H = (RH/ R)3 ¢ is the volume fraction with respect 
to the hydrodynamic radius and the function A(Pe, R/ RH) 

contains the effects of microstructural distortion (note that 
calculation of g(r) to O(¢) yields the viscosity to O(¢2». 
The numerically determined function A(Pe, R/ R H) may be 
further split into hydrodynamic and Brownian contributions, 
A = AH + AB , which are independently accessible from the 
numerical calculations of [133]. 

The top panel of f gure I 1 shows A as a function of P e. 
For shear rates up to Pe ~ 1 the qualitative variation of the 
viscosity is independent of the value of the size ratio R/ RH , 

displaying a low shear Newtonian plateau followed by shear 
thinning. The R/ RH independence of the form of thc curves 
for P e < 1 ref ects the fact that hydrodynamic interactions 
are not central to the mechanisms underlying shear thinning 
and only infuence the absolute value of the viscosity. For 
Pe > I the viscosity begins to increase as a function of Pe 
and the dispersion shear thickens. In contrast to the shear 
thinning behaviour, the viscosity increase is strongly sensitive 
to the value of R/ RH. In the limit R/ RH -+ 1 the trajectories 
sketched in fi ure I () are rccovered and Batchelor's pure 
hydrodynamic limit is realized with a viscosity independent of 
P e. In [133] it is also shown that for R / RH -+ I the normal 



stresses also vanish as Pe -;. 00, indicating a Newtonian 
response. As R/ RH is increased the magnitude of the shear 
thickening reduces strongly and by R/ RH = 1.1 is lost 
entirely. This trend strongly indicates the impOliant infuence 
of short range lubrication forces on shear thickening (see 
section 5,3), which can effectively be turned-off by slightly 
reducing the hydrodynamic radius below that of the repulsive 
potential interaction. 

The central and lower panels of fi ure I I show the 
individual hydrodynamic and Brownian pair contributions to 
the total stress as a function of Pe. For Pe < 1 it is apparent 
that the shear thinning is due to a reduction in the Brownian 
contribution with increasing Pe. For values of R/ RH close 
to unity the reduction in AB is more than compensated 
by an increase in the hydrodynamic stress afor Pe > 1, 
leading to shear thickening. However, increasing R/ RH above 
unity rapidly suppresses the infuence of lubrication and the 
hydrodynamic contribution is overwhelmed by the strong drop 
inA B . 

Comparing the f rst panel of f gure II with l' gure 4, it 
is remarkable the extent to which the qualitative rheological 
response observed in systems at fnite volume fraction is 
reproduced by calculations based on the dilute limit. However, 
the fact that Wi = Pe at low volume fi'actions does 
not pennit investigation of potentially interesting interaction 
effects between shear thinning and thickening. Despite the 
extensive understanding of the response of dilute dispersions 
to steady f ows, analogous solutions for time-dependent f ows 
remain to be investigated. This leaves open many interesting 
questions regarding transient response and nonsteady states. 

6.3. Intermediate volume fraction 

The simplest way to extend the dilute limit results to fnite 
volume fraction is via the introduction of empirical volume 
fraction dependent scale factors [56, 145, 154, 160]. Analysis 
of equation (30) has provided two important insights. Firstly, at 
fnite volume fi'actions the value of g(r) outside the boundary 
layer close to the surface of a reference particle should 
asymptote to the solution of V . [vCr) g(r)] = 0, for which 
the no-fux boundary condition is ignored. This amounts to 
assuming that, outside the thin boundary layer, it is suff cient 
to solve a purely advective problem. Secondly, that the 
appropriate Peclet number in the presence of hydrodynamics is 
PeH = Y R2 /2Ds (<!», where Ds (<!» is the shOli-time diffusion 
coeftic ent (which differs ii'om Do due to hydrodynamic 
interactions with neighbouring particles). For weak l' ows 
(Pe « 1) these ideas are manifest in a modifie perturbation 
to the quiescent pair correlations 

[ 
r·f(·r ] 

g(r) = geq(r) I - PeH r2 f(r). (34) 

The fnite volume fraction equilibrium radial distribution 
function gcq(r) is an external input to the theory and can 
be calculated using either simulation or equilibrium integral 
equation theory [15]. The function f (r) is determined by 
substitution of (34) into the dilute limit equation (30), or 
its generalization for non-hard-sphere potentials. Many-body 
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effects are thus included via the equilibrium radial distribution 
function and the short-time ditfusion coeff cient entering PeH. 
It should be noted that Brady's approach assumes an input 
geq(r) which diverges at random-close-packing (<!> ~ 0.64). 

Despite considerable success, the scaling approach suffers 
from two significa t drawbacks. (i) The mathematical structure 
of the nonequilibrium part of the theory is that of the dilute 
system. Thus, regardless of rescaling, this approach does 
not admit the occurrence of possible additional physical 
mechanisms which may only occur as a consequence of 
cooperative behaviour at fnite volume fraction. (ii) The 
equilibrium microstructure geq(r) is required as an external 
input and does not emerge from an approximate treatment of 
many-body correlation effects within the theory. These issues 
may be addressed by approaches which aim to approximate 
the triplet distribution function entering the pair Smoluchowski 
equation (24) via the effective force between a pair of 
particles (25). In order to arrive at a closed theory it 
is necessary to relate g(3l(rl, r2, r3), either explicitly or 
implicitly (by approximating weighted integrals over the triplet 
distribution), to g(r) and the pair potential vCr) using an 
appropriate 'closure' hypothesis. 

6.3.1. Superposition approximation. Guidance in developing 
an appropriate closure relation to treat nonequilibrium states is 
provided by experience from equilibrium liquid state integral 
equation theOlY. One of the earliest approximation schemes 
aiming to arrive at a closed equation for the equilibrium 
pair correlations was developed by Born and Green [161] 
who employed the Kirkwood superposition approximation 
g(3)(rl, r2, r3) ~ g(ru)g(r23)g(r13) in combination with the 
second member of the exact Yvon-Born-Green hierarchy 
(equation (37)) [15, 162]. Numerical solution of the reSUlting 
Born-Green equation yields acceptable results only for weak 
coupling. The superposition approximation is asymptotically 
correct for large particle separations but is poor when particles 
come close to contact, leading to a failure of the Born
Green equation at intennediate volume fractions (a breakdown 
which was erroneously taken as an indicator for the frst 
order ti'eezing transition of hard-spheres). Subsequent attempts 
have aimed to systematically improve upon the superposition 
approximation by including additional Mayer cluster diagrams 
(see e.g. [163]). 

One of the earliest attempts to close the nonequilibrium 
equation (24) using the superposition approximation, albeit in 
the absence of hydrodynamics, was made by Ohtsuki []64] 
(self-diffusion was addressed using an analogous approach 
in []65]). Numerical solution of the closed integro-differential 
equation resulting ii'om this approximation was performed 
for charged hard-spheres at intermediate volume fraction. 
Although the theoretical results for the zero-shear viscosity 
were found to be in reasonable agreement with those of 
experiment, the pair correlation g(r) was found to be in 
considerable error. These fndings are supported by the work 
of Wagner and Russel who investigated a similar superposition 
based approach [140]. 

The observed discrepancies in g(r) arising from super
position are not surprising: in equilibrium, the pair fux in 



equation (24) may be set equal to zero, resulting in an exact 
equation for the pair correlation function 

(35) 

where F(r) is given by equation (25) and contains the 
unknown triplet distribution function. Use of superposition 
to approximate g(3)(rj, r2, r3) in equation (25) leads directly 
to the Born-Green equation for the equilibrium correlations, 
the shortcomings of which have been noted above. It is 
therefore nontrivial that, despite a relatively poor description 
of the microstructure, the results for the zero-shear viscosity 
presented in [164] turn out to be rather good agreement with 
experimental data. A similar situation is encountered in a 
number of the theories to be outlined in this section and serves 
to highlight the fact that good values for integrated quantities 
(e.g. the viscosity) do not necessarily imply that the underlying 
correlations are treated adequately. 

When applying superposition to tackle nonequilibrium 
problems it should be borne in mind that the approximation 
represents an uncontrolled ansatz and only possesses a 
frm statistical mechanical basis in the limit of vanishing 
f ow rate. In equilibrium, the superposition approximation 
represents both the exact low volume fraction limit of the 
triplet correlation function and recovers correctly the long 
range asymptotic behaviour. Analogous limiting results for 
the nonequilibrium triplet correlations which could motivate 
a more appropriate superposition-type approximation are 
currently lacking and would require a detailed analysis of the 
triplet Smoluchowski equation in the dilute limit. Despite these 
shortcomings, superposition may nevertheless turn out to be 
useful for some applications. As noted at the end of section 5.2, 
very recent simulation results investigating the microstructure 
of hard-sphere fuids under shear fow revealed the importance 
of linear triplet conf gurations [104]. From equilibrium studies 
it is known that the error of the superposition approximation is 
reduced for such linear confgurations [166], thus raising the 
interesting possibility that superposition may be appropriate 
for treating certain nonequilibrium states. 

6.3.2. Potential of mean force. Inspection of the exact 
expression for the force (25) shows that only a certain weighted 
integral of the triplet distribution is required to determine the 
pair correlations. It is thus not strictly necessmy to know 
the full details of the triplet distribution and schemes can be 
developed which aim to approximate directly the integrated 
quantity. The simplcst approximation possible is to neglect 
entirely the integral contribution to the effective force (25) and 
set 

F(r) = -Vr vCr). (36) 

Combining this crude approximation with equation (24) 
recovers the dilute limit equation-of-motion for g(r) for an 
arbitrary spherically symmetric pair potential vCr). For the 
special case of hard-spheres this leads to equation (30), but 
with an additional delta function term on the right-hand side. 
As demonstrated by Cichocki [167] the resulting equation 
is completely equivalent to (30), with zero right-hand side, 
supplemented by a no-fux boundary condition at contact. 
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As already noted, in equilibrium the pair Smoluchowski 
equation (24) reduces to the Yvon-Born-Green equation for 
the pair correlations 

nf g~~)(rj,r2,r3) 
kBT Vr Ingeq(r) = -Vr vCr) - dr3 

2 geq (rj, r2) 

x (V2v(lr2 - r31) - Vjv(lrj - r31» 

== -Vvmf(r), (37) 

where vmf(r) is the equilibrium potential of mean force [15], 

defnedby geq = exp( -,BVmf) in analogy with the low density 
limit of the pair correlations. A frst step towards improving 
the zeroth order approximation (36) is thus to approximate the 
nonequilibrium10rce (25) by the equilibrium potential of mean 
force, leading to 

(38) 

This approximation, developed by Russel and Gast [141], in
corporates equilibrium thermodynamic many-body couplings 
but, as is clear from equation (37), neglects the infuence of 
fow on the triplet correlations. It should be noted that the 
approximation (:,8) does not provide any information regarding 
the nonequilibrium triplet con'elation function. This is in 
contrast to superposition based approaches fi'om which the 
triplet function can be reconstructed using a product of the 
self-consistently determined pair correlation functions. It 
should also be noted that within the Russel-Gast approach 
the function geq(r) is an input, which can be calculated 
using either simulation or equilibrium statistical mechanical 
approximations (see section 6.3.3). 

The linear equation resulting from combining equa
tions (24) and (3X) has been solved for hard-spheres in weak 
shear fl w [141]. In these calculations, simple approximations 
were employed to determine the hydrodynamic functions 
A, B, G and H entering equations (26) and (28) def ning the 
conditionally averaged hydrodynamic tensors which represent 
the effective medium (solvent + (N - 2) colloids) in 
which the chosen pair of particles are immersed. Results 
were obtained for the zero-shear viscosity, linear response 
moduli G' (OJ), G" (OJ) under small amplitude oscillatory shear 
and the leading order fl w induced distortion of g(r) (via 
determination of the function fer), see equation (31)). For 
<p < 0.3 good agreement with experiment was obtained for the 
integrated quantities 1]0, G' and G", despite providing only a 
poor description of the microstructure (see f gure 6 in [16X]). 

An interesting feature of the Russel-Gast theory is that 
the predicted zero-shear viscosity becomes velY large in 
the vicinity of random-close-packing (<p """ 0.64), although 
the precise nature of this rapid increase as a function of 
volume fraction remains to be studied in detail. The apparent 
divergence of 1]0 is a nontrivial output of the theOlY, given that 
the approximate Verlet-Weiss expression for geq(r) used as 
input diverges only at <p = 1.0 [169]. When viewed within 
the context of the time correlation/Green-Kubo formalism (see 
section 5.1) it is tempting to infer that the observed growth 
in 1]0 is related to the development of an underlying slow 
structural relaxation time. The solution of equation (38) for 
small amplitude oscillatOlY shear at fnite frequencies would 
enable this issue to be addressed. 



6.3.3. Equilibrium integral equations. The Russel-Gast 
theory outlined above neglects the infuence of external 
f ow on the triplet correlation function, which leads to a 
force F(r) generated from the equilibrium potential of mean 
force (equation (38». In order to go beyond this c1ose
to-equilibrium ansatz it is necessary to express the force 
F(r) as a functional of g(r), such that both functions can 
be detelmined self-consistently. A promising approach in 
this direction is to generalize equilibrium liquid state integral 
equation theory [15] to treat the nonequilibrium problem. It 
will thus be useful to review briefy some concepts from 
the equilibrium theory before moving on to more unfamiliar 
telTitory in section 6.3.4. 

Integral equation theories generally aim to calculate the 
equilibrium pair correlation function geq(r) from knowledge 
of the interaction potential in a non-perturbative fashion. 
Fundamental to the integral equation approach is the Ornstein
Zernike (OZ) equation which, for a transiationally invariant 
system, is given by the convolution form [15] 

where heq(r) = geq(r) - 1. The direct correlation function 
ceq(r) defned by (39) is a function of simpler structure 
than heq(r) and is thus easier to approximate. When 
supplemented by an independent closure relation between 
ceq(r) and heq(r), containing details of the interaction potential 
under consideration, (39) provides a closed equation for the 
pair correlations (note that for pairwise additive potentials the 
triplet distribution does not enter explicitly). The task of 
the integral equation practitioner is thus to fnd numerically 
tractable closures which capture the essential physics of the 
problem under consideration. 

Using diagrammatic techniques [170] it can be shown that 
a formally exact closure relation is given by 

geq(r) = exp[-,Bv(r) + heq(r) - ceq(r) + beq(r)], (40) 

where beq(r) is the unknown 'bridge function' containing the 
diff cult to evaluate 'irreducible' Mayer cluster diagrams [15]. 
Two closures of particular merit are the hypernetted-chain 
(HNC) and Percus-Yevick CPY), given by 

beq = 0 (HNC) 

beq = -In(1 + heq - Ceq) - (h eq - Ceq) 

(41) 

(PY) (42) 

respectively. An additional practical advantage of theories 
based on (39) over superposition-type approaches is that the 
convolution form of the integral term enables self-consistent 
solutions to be obtained using eff cient iterative numerical 
algorithms [17 I ]. 

Although the majority of integral equation theories focus 
on the pair correlations, triplet correlations can also be handled 
within the same framework [147]. In addition to providing 
a higher level of resolution, the development of triplet
level integral equations is motivated by the desire for an 
improved description of the pair con·elations. Exact relations, 
such as the YBG equation (37), connect the triplet to the 
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pair correlations and the expectation is that errors in an 
approximate g~~) may be averaged out by integration to the pair 
level. During the mid-1960s many of the leading liquid state 
theorists proposed integral equations for the triplet correlations 
(e.g. Verlet [172~-176], Wertheim [177], Baxter [178], 
Stell [179]), all of which showed considerable promise. 
However, the complexity of solving the equations has hindered 
progress along this route and somewhat simpler, numerically 
tractable, theories now seem preferable [146, 147, 180]. 

An integral equation which will be of particular relevance 
for section 6.3.4 was derived by Scherwinski [181]. Within the 
Schervvinski approximation the triplet correlation function is 
obtained from self-consistent solution of the following linear 
equation 

geq(rl, r2, r3) = geq(r12)geq(rl3)geq(r23) + ngeq (rI2) 

J ( g~~)(rl,r3,r4) ) 
x dr4 () - geq(rI3) h eq (rI4)heq (r24). 

geq rl4 

(43) 

Iteration of equation (43) yields an infnite series expressing 
the triplet correlation function as a functional of the pair 
correlation function geq(r). Substitution of this series 
into the exact YBG equation (37) yields a diagrammatic 
expansion for geq(r) in perfect agreement with that arising 
from solution of equations (39}-( 41). In this sense, 
equation (43) represents a triplet generalization of the 
more familiar pair-level HNC theory. The more powerful 
approximations proposed by earlier workers [172--179] 
probably provide a superior description of the triplet 
correlations than equation (43) and would, upon substitution 
into the YBG equation, lead to improved (i.e. better than 
standard HNC) estimate of the pair correlations. However, 
the Scherwinski approximation has a number of purely 
technical advantages which make it particularly suitable 
for application to nonequilibrium situations and which are 
convenient for numerical implementation (see also [140], 
which predates [181], but contains several of the key ideas). 

6.3.4. Nonequilibrium integral equations. Tn order to 
go beyond the Russel-Gast approximation [141] outlined 
in section (d.2, Lionberger and Russel employed the 
Scherwinski equation for the triplet correlation function (43) 
in order to estimate the force (25) entering the pair 
Smoluchowski equation [182]. Nonequilibrium pair and triplet 
correlations are thus determined self-consistently and are both 
infuenced by the externally imposed f ow. It should be 
noted that the direct application of an equilibrium relation, 
such as equation (43), to nonequilibrium ignores the fact 
that nonequilibrium states are intrinsically diflerent from 
equilibrium and thus represents a major approximation. 

The original version of the Lionberger-Russel theory 
presented in [1 il2] neglected hydrodynamic interactions 
and has been implemented numerically for weak fl ws 
only. No results beyond leading order in Pe have been 
presented, although in principle the theOlY remains valid 
also in the nonlinear regime. For ¢ < 0.4 the LR 
theOlY makes predictions for the zero-shear viscosity, self
diffusion coefl' dent and distorted microstructure in reasonable 



agreement with available computer simulation results. For ¢ ~ 
0.45 signif cant quantitative deviations appear and the theory 
becomes unreliable. We note that the study [182] considered 
a suspension interacting via a continuous repulsive potential 
which was then mapped onto a hard-sphere system. The input 
equilibrium microstructure was generated using the Rogers
Young integral equation [183] (an interpolation between PY 
and HNC), despite the fact that the Pe -+ 0 limit of the theory 
reduces to the HNC approximation for geq(r). 

Although the Lionbergel~Russel theory [182] provides 
a sophisticated treatment of the microstructural distortion by 
incorporating the triplet correlations into the self-consistency 
loop, it is interesting that the results for 170 are inferior to 
those from the much simpler Russel-Gast theory [141] at high 
volume fractions. In particular, the former predicts only a 
relatively weak growth of 1)0 with volume fraction, whereas the 
latter suggests a divergence. Calculations of the linear moduli 
G', Gil as a function of frequency have been performed using 
the LR theory and, perplexingly, reveal a structural relaxation 
time which decreases with increasing volume fraction. This 
unphysical prediction would appear to be at odds with the 
growth of 170 output from the theory and represents a weak 
point of the approach, in need ofclarifcation [184]. We note 
that the only approximation invoked by the Lionberger-Russel 
theory is the Scherwinski closure (43) for the triplet correlation 
function. It would therefore be interesting, albeit numerically 
demanding, to see whether any of the more sophisticated 
triplet closures available [146, 172-180] can improve the 
performance at higher volume fractions. 

The theory developed in [182] omitted hydrodynamic 
interactions in order to make clearer the approximations to 
the many-body thermodynamic couplings and to facilitate 
comparison with Brownian dynamics simulation results. 
In [184] hydrodynamic interactions were included into the 
theory of [182] in order to make closer contact with 
experiment. The hydrodynamic approximations developed 
were found to be of the correct magnitude but errors in 
the underlying thermodynamic approximation, namely the 
Scherwinski equation (43), led to an underestimation of the 
magnitude of the nonequilibrium structure. It was identif ed 
that the magnitude of the f ow induced structural distortion 
is determined by the slow structural relaxation in the system 
(a fnding supported by subsequent theoretical studies [185]), 
which, taken together with the results for the volume fl'action 
dependence of the linear response moduli, suggests that the 
integral equation approach does not capture the slow dynamics 
characteristic of dense systems. 

Wagner and Russel [140] developed an integral equation 
approach closely related to that of Lionberger and Russel in 
which the nonequilibrium triplet correlations are approximated 
using a closure motivated by the PY equilibrium theory (42). 
Although use of a PY-type closure ensures that excluded 
volume packing constraints are treated realistically, at least 
c1ose-to-equilibrium, the theory of [140] included hydrody
namic interactions by employing only the low density limit 
of the pair hydrodynamic functions A, B, G and H entering 
equations (26) and (28). The simultaneous introduction of 
hydrodynamic and thermodynamic approximations in [140] 
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served to obscure the validity of the proposed nonequilibrium 
PY approximation. 

When using integral equation methods to tackle the triplet 
correlations in nonequilibrium it is important to bear in mind 
that the physical situation is intrinsically different from that 
in equilibrium. Consequently, caution must be exercised 
when attempting to apply trusted and familiar results from 
equilibrium statistical mechanics to a system under f ow. In 
order to appreciate more clearly the approximations involved in 
applying equilibrium triplet closures to the pair Smoluchowski 
equation both Lionberger and Russel [182] and Szamel [168] 
have invoked the concept of a 'f ctitious' f ow dependent two
body potential u(r, Y). In a study ofthe kinetic thcory of hard
spheres Resibois and Lebowitz [186] assumed the existence 
of a two-body potential u(r, y) which, if employed in an 
equilibrium calculation, reproduces exactly the nonequilibrium 
pair correlation function 

g(r) = geq(r; [u]), (44) 

where the square brackets indicate a functional dependence 
and where geq is anisotropic as a result of the anisotropy of 
u. The f ctitious potential thus serves as proxy for the l' ow 
f eld acting on the real system. It should be made clear that the 
assumption that an effective two-body potential can yield the 
correct g(r) is quite distinct from the (erroneous) assumption 
that an effective one-body external potential f eld can represent 
the one-body f ow induced force acting on the particles (see 
the end of section 3.4). Equation (44) implicitly assumes that a 
homogeneous one-body density distribution n is not a function 
of the f ow rate, thus neglecting possible dilation effects. Given 
equation (44), it is natural to go one step further and assume 
that the relation can be uniquely inverted, such that 

u(r, y) = u(r; [g]). (45) 

By construction, u(r, y) reproduces the nonequilibrium 
pair correlations. However, if the same f ctitious two-body 
potential is used in an equilibrium statistical mechanical 
calculation of the triplet cOITelation function, the exact 
nonequilibrium g(3) will not be reproduced. The missing part 
of the triplet correlation is referred to as the 'irreducible' term 

(3) ( • ) _ (3) ( • [ ]) + (3) ( . .) g rj,r2,r3,Y -geq rj,r2,r3, g gilT rl,r2,r3,Y, 
(46) 

where we have assumed that (45) is valid. A ke~ approximation 
in the work of [1 R2] and [168] is to set gi~) = 0, which 
essentially amounts to assuming that equilibrium relations such 
as (43) may be used to connect triplet and pair functions in 
nonequilibrium. 

The nonequilibrium integral equation method considered 
in [140, 182, 1 X4] represents a synthesis of the exact dilute 
limit results with statistical mechanical descriptions of densc 
systems at equilibrium. While this approach is promising for 
weak f1 ws (P e « I), data are lacking for stronger l' ows 
which would enable the c1ose-to-equilibrium character of the 
closure approximations to be better tested. In particular, it 
has been emphasized by Szame1 [168] that a major challenge 
for theories of the distorted microstructure is to' account for 



th e nonzero di stortion of g (l') in the vorticity-gradi ent plane 
perpendicular to an applied shear fow. Thi s di stortion cannot 
be detected to leadi ng order in Pe and makes desirable 
num erical studies of the existing closure approx imations under 
strong fow. Applications of the nonequilibrium integral 
equati on method have been restricted to shear tl wand, w ith 
the exception of small amplitude oscillatory shear [ 182, 184], 
have neglected tim e-dependent f ows entire ly. 

6.3.5. Alternative approaches. The nonequilibrium pai r 
correlations and rheology of colloidal dispersions under weak 
shear fl w were investigated by Szamel [ 168], who employed 
functi onal methods to approx imate the unknown integral term 
in equation (25). Hydrodynamic interactions were neglected 
entire ly. Assuming that the irreducibl e term in (46) can be 
neglected, the tripl et correlation function can be developed in 
a functi onal Taylor expansion about th e equilibrium state. To 
f rst order this is given by 

g(3) (I'I, 1'2, 1'3; [g]) = g~~>CI' I ' 1'2 , 1'3) 

f f 8g(3)(r l , 1'2, 1'3) + dr4 dl'5 (g(r4' 1'5) - gcq(r45», 
8g(I'4, r5) 

(47) 

where the function al derivat ive is evaluated fo r a constant one
body density. Equation (47) is clearly a close-to-equilibrium 
approx imat ion. Insertion of (47) into the expression for 
the force (25 ) and rearrangement of terms leads to a closed 

equat ion fo r g (r) which requires both g~~)(rl Z' rZ3, rI3) and 

c~~)(rl' r z, r3, r 4) , a hig her order equilibrium direct correlation 
function, as input. Following appropri ate decoupling 
approx imations for the unknown higher order equilibrium 
correlati ons and lineari zing with respect to the shear fow, 
Szamel obtained a closed equat ion (or g( l') which only requires 
gcq(r) as input (tor which the Verl et-Weiss approx imation was 
employed [ 169]) . 

The Szamel theory [ 168] is considerably s impler to 
implement than the integral equation approach of Lionberger 
and Russel [ 182] and provides comparab le, perhaps even 
s lightly better, results for the zero-shear viscosity as a 
function of vo lume fract ion, as is ev ident from f gure L2. 
Both g(r) and its Fouri er transform S(k) were found to 
be qualitatively s imilar to those from the Lionberger-Russel 
theory, substanti ally underestimating the magnitude of the 
distortion (i'om equili brium when compared to Brownian 
dynami cs s imulation. 

In an early study, Ronis took an alternative approach based 
on fuctuating hydrody nami cs, in whi ch phenomeno log ical 
fuctuat ing terms are added to th e macroscopic equat ions of 
hydrodynam ics [ 187]. The theOIY of stochastic processes may 
then be employed to calculate nonequilibrium tim e correlation 
functions and the di storted microstructure. Of a ll the th eori es 
described in this and the prev ious section, the Ronis th eOIY 
provides the most accurate results for the distortion of the 
structure factor at low Pe values. Nevertheless, it can be 
shown that the Ronis approx imation leads to a vani shing of 
the mi crostructural distortion in the vorti city-gradi ent pl ane 
at all Pe, in contradi cti on to experiment and simulation 
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Figure 12. The reduced ze ro-shear viscosity as a function of volume 
fraction as predicted by various theories based on the pair 
Smoluchowski equation: Szamel (black) [168], Brady ( red), 
Lionberger- Russel (blue) [ 182], Ronis (green) [ 187]. The inset 
shows the results ofthc Szamcl theory compared with Brownian 
dynamics simulation data (c ircles). For ¢ > 0.43 the theory strongly 
underes timates the zero-shear viscosity. (A dapted from [168].) 

results [ 159]. This defcit is related to th e fact that the hard
sphere ' core condition' g (lrl < \) = 0 is v io lated within 
this approach. The Ronis theory reduces to the closely related 
theory of Dhont [ 156] in the low Pe, lineari zed limit. In 
another early work, Schwarzl and Hess [188] postulated a 
phenomenological equation for g(I') invo lv ing a number of 
empirical parameters representing the re laxation tim es in the 
system. However, due to the phenomenolog ical nature of 
both th e f uctuating hydrodynamics approach and th e equati on
of·motion for g(r) proposed by Schwarz l and Hess, the 
foundation of the theoretical treatm ents presented in [ 187] 
and [188] in nonequilibrium statisti cal mechani cs is unclear. 

Finally, we note that Wagner has assessed approaches 
based on the pair Smoluchowski equation us ing th e GENERIC 
fi'amework o f beyond equilibrium thermodynamics [ 189]. 
This formalism enables any proposed closure of the pair 
Smoluchowski equation to be checked for thermodynamic 
consistency. The s tudy presented in [ L89] identif ed th e 
thermodynamically admissible expression tor the stress tensor 
and clarif ed the nature of the inconsistencies whi ch can occur 
when separate derivations are performed for the equation-of
motion for g(r) and the stress tensor. 

6.4. Temporal locality versus memory functions 

In sections 5.1 and 5.2 we introduced briefy the Green
Kubo express ions tor calcul ating the shear stress in both the 
linear ( 17) and non linear regimes (22). Within the Green
Kubo framework, transport coeff c ients are re lated to integrals 
over time correlation fun cti ons [ 19 1]. The growth of the 
shear viscosity as a fun ction o f vo lume fraction is thus related 
to an increasi ng ly s low decay of the stress autocorrelation 
function. What is lacking thus far in the discussion 
of the pair Smoluchowski equation and its approximate 
so lutions, is th e connection between th e temporally local 



equations (24) and (29) and the nonlocal expressions (17) 
and (22) fundamental to the time correlation function 
formalism. Moreover, the memory kernels characteristic 
of the time correlation approach (and widely employed in 
continuum mechanics approaches, see section 2) make no 
explicit appearance within the pair Smoluchowski framework. 

The key to understanding the connection between the 
nonlocal time correlation formalism and approaches based 
on the local pair Smoluchowski equation lies in the study 
of time-dependent external f ow f elds. Indeed, it is the 
absence of time-dependent data from the pair Smoluchowski 
approach which has served to obscure the relationship between 
these two methods, despite the fact that they are formally 
equivalent. The only available Smoluchowski-based time
dependent calculations were performed using the Lionberger
Russel theory [27, 182, 184] for small amplitude oscillatory 
shear f ow. As pointed out in section 6.3.4, the available results 
for the volume ft'action dependence of G'(w) and G"(w) 
within the LR theory reveal underlying problems resulting 
fi'om the approximations employed (i.e. a reduction of Ta with 
increasing ¢) which would otherwise have gone unnoticed. 
This serves to emphasize the importance of going beyond 
steady fow calculations in applications of pair Smoluchowski 
theories. 

The generalization of equation (22) to general time
dependent shear is given by integration over the entire f ow 
history [16] 

(Jxy(t) = [Ice dt' yet') G(t, t'), (48) 

where G(t, t!) == G(t, t'; [Ji]) is the nonlinear shear modulus. 
The lack of time-translational invariance in the modulus 
arises from a functional dependence on the shear rate. The 
microscopically derived equation (48) should be contrasted 
with the more familiar phenomenological result (2). 

Using the generalized Green-Kubo result (48) it is 
instructive to consider a simple special case: the stress 
response of hard-spheres to the onset of steady shear f ow 
in the absence of hydrodynamic interactions. Specif cally, 
we consider a shear f eld which is switched from zero to a 
constant value, y (t) = yB( -t). For this choice of shear f eld 
equation (48) reduces to 

(JXy(t) = y 11 dt' Gss(t'), (49) 

where Gss(t) is the time translationally invariant shear 
modulus under steady shear f ow. On the other hand, 
within approaches based on the distorted microstructure 
the interaction contribution to the stress is given by (see 
equation (29)) 

n
2 f rr (Jxy(t) = - dr v'(r) g(r, t), 

2 r 
(50) 

where g(r, t) is calculated from the pair Smoluchowski 
equation (24) subject to the switch-on shear f ow under 
consideration. The expressions (49) and (50) are fornlally 
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equivalent. Equating the time derivatives thus leads to the exact 
relation 

n2 f rr, ag(r, t) 
Gss(t) = -. dr v (r) , . 

2y r at 
(51 ) 

The quiescent shear modulus is thus recovered in the slow f ow 
limit 

n
2 f rr, ( I ag(r, t») Geq(t) = - dr v (r) lim " . 

2 r y-->O y at 
(52) 

The right-hand side of equation (52) can be fUlther reduced to 
the determination ofthe function f (r, t) by substitution of the 
frst order expansion (31) for g(r, t). 

As the volume fraction is increased, the time derivative 
on the rhs of equation (52) must give rise to a growth in the 
timescale determining the relaxation of stress fuctuations, as 
described by Geq(t). The fact that this is not captured by 
the Lionberger-Russel theory [27, I 82, I 84] simply reflec s 
the failings of the approximate closure (43) relating the 
nonequilibrium triplet and pair correlation functions. However, 
it is not clear that even an exact equilibrium expression for 
the triplet correlations would be suff cient to resolve these 
diff culties. If the key source of error lies in the neglect of 
the irreducible term appearing in (46) then considerable new 
insight into the nature of nonequilibrium states will be required 
in order to make further progress using integral equation 
methods. Nevertheless, these considerations should serve to 
motivate time-dependent studies of the Russel-Gast [141] and 
Szamel [168] theories. 

While the particular example chosen (switch-on shear 
t1 w) provides access to the steady shear rate dependent 
modulus, other choices of time-dependence may enable 
connection to be made between non-time translationally in
variant correlation functions (e.g. G (t , t'» and time-dependent 
solutions of the pair Smoluchowski equation. The issue of 
whether temporally local constitutive equations are preferable 
to non local functionals for describing complex fuids has been 
addressed within the framework of non equilibrium thermody
namics [190]. The nonequilibrium thermodynamics approach 
requires identif cation of an appropriate set of structural 
variables which, in addition to the standard hydrodynamic 
variables of mass, momentum and internal energy density, 
contain all information about the state of the system at a 
given time that is necessary to determine the macroscopic 
quantities of interest. The pair Smoluchowski approaches 
discussed in this section essentially introduce g(r) as an 
additional structural variable [J 89]. While this appears to be 
a valid approach for low and intermediate volume fractions, 
a correct identif cation of the structural variables appropriate 
for describing glass formation and dynamical arrest remains 
to be found. For this reason the most promising approaches 
to treating high volume fraction states are based on the 
generalized Green-Kubo relations and mode-coupling theory. 

7. Glass rheology 

Assuming that crystallization effects can be suppressed (see 
section 4) the volume fi'action can be increased to the 



Figure 13. A snapshot from a Brownian dynamics s imul ation of a 
quiescent binary hard-di sc mixture (using a s ize ratio o f I : 1.4 to 
supresscrystallization). The simulation was performed at a 
two-dimensional volume fraction of ¢2D = 0.8 1, which lies above 

the es timated glass trans ition packing ¢i~ ~ 0.79, with 50% large 
discs and 50% small di scs. (F igure courtesy o f F Wey Ber.) 

point at whi ch the individual particles are unable to di ffuse 
beyond the cage of nearest neighbours and a dy nami cally 
arrested glassy state is formed. In order to v isuali ze the 
amorphous cage structure in such a g lassy state f gure 13 shows 
a conf guration snapshot taken ti'om a Brow ni an dynamics 
s imul ation of a binalY hard-sphere mixture in two dim ensions 
(hard-discs) [75]. The two-dimensional volume fracti on ¢2D = 
0.81 of the s imulation is above th e estimated glass transiti on 
point o f ¢2D ~ 0.79 and th e s ize ratio of large to small di sc 
radii is l A, a value empiri cally found to frustrate crystalli zati on 
in two-dimensional systems (whi ch occurs at ¢2D = 0.69 
fo r monodi sperse di scs). In both two- and three-dimensional 
systems the phys ics of the g lass transiti on becomes important 
for determination of both th e rheology and f ow di storted 
mi crostructure of high volume fract ion systems. 

T he response to externally appli ed fow of states c lose 
to, or beyond, the glass transition is only beginning to be 
understood and establi shing the bas ic principl es of glass 
rh eo logy remains a chall enging task. At present, the only 
truly mi croscopic theori es ava il abl e are prov ided by recent 
extens ions of the qui escent MCT which enable the effects 
of external fow to be incorporated into the fo rm alism and 
thus make possible a theoret ical investi gatipn of the compl ex 
in teracti on between arrest and f ow. 

7.1. MeT in~pired approaches 

Extendi ng earli er work on th e lo"v volume fraction self
di ffus ion of collo idal di spers ions [ 192], Miyazaki and 
Reichman constructed a sel f-co nsistent mode-coupling-type 
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approach to describe co lle.ctive density f1 c tuations tor 
dense colloidal f uids under shear below the g lass transi
tion [ 193- J 95]. The Miyazaki- Reichm an theory cons iders 
tim e-dependent f uctuati ons about the steady sta te and thus 
requires the (unknown) r ow distorted structure factor S(k) 
as an input quantity. Approximating S(k) by the qui escent 
correlator, results have been presented for co lloida l di spers ions 
in two dimensions under steady shear [ 193 , 194] and in three 
dimensions (subj ect to addi tional isotropi c approx imations) 
under oscill atOlY shear [ 195]. Appli cati ons to g lassy states 
have been avoided as the th eory reli es upon an ergodi c 
fuctuati on-dissipation theorem. An alternative extended-MCT 
approach has been proposed by Koblev and Schweizer [ 196] 
and Saltzman et al [ 197] whi ch is built on the idea that 
entropic barri er hopping is the key phys ical process driv ing 
the mi croscopic dynamics and rh eology of g lassy co llo idal 
suspensions . Due to the ac tivated nature ofth e barrier ho pping 
process the ideal g lass trans ition described by qui escent MCT 
(see secti on 4) pl ays no role. A nonlinear rheological response 
results from a stress induced modif cation of the barri er 
heights. 

A currently promis ing method o f extendin g qui escent 
MCT to treat dense systems under f ow involves in tegration 
through the transient dynami cs, starting tj'om an equilibrium 
Bo ltzmann di stribution in the infnite past. In contrast 
to [ 193- 195] the di storted mi crostructure is an output of thi s 
approach. The ini tial form of the theolY was outlined by 
Fuchs and Cates fo r steady shear n w [ 135] and presented 
two essenti al developments : f rstly, th at integration th rough 
the transient dynami cs leads directly to exact generali zed 
Green-Kubo formul ae, relating average quantiti es to integrals 
over mi croscopic tim e correlation functi ons. Secondly, 
th at MCT-type projecti on operator approx imations reduce 
the formal Green-Kubo express ions to closed equations 
involving transient correlators (which can be cal cul ated 
self-co nsistently). A strong predi cti on of the IlT -MCT 
th eory resulting fi'om combining these two steps is that the 
macroscopic f ow curves exhibit a dy namic y ield stress (see 
secti on 5A) in th e limit P e -+ 0, fo r states whi ch would be 
glasses or gels in the absence of fow. M oreover, th e y ield 
stress appears discontinuously as a functi on of vo lume fraction, 
in contrast to mesoscopic approaches [34-36]. The ITT
MCT thus provides a scenari o fo r a nonequilibrium transition 
between a shear thinning f uid and a y ielding amorphous 
so li d whi ch is supported by considerable evidence from 
both co ll o idal experiments [60, 6 1, 134, 198] and Browni an 
dynami cs s imulati on [40, 75]. 

Due to the num eri cal intractability o f th e mi croscopic 
theolY of [ 135], subsequent work focused on the construction 
of both isotropi ca lly averaged approximations to the full 
an isotropi c equations and sim pl if ed schemati c models inspired 
by th ese [57]. Comparison of the theoret ical predictions w ith 
experim ental data for thermosensitive core-shell parti c les (see 
fgure 7) has proved highly successful [60, 6 1, 199- 20 1]. 
The original formul ation of the ITT-MCT (more deta il s 
of w hi ch can be found in [202]) has subsequently been 
superseded by a more e legant version [20]. It is interesting 
to note that the s ign if cant techni cal changes to the lTT
M CT formali sm introduced in [20] lead to expressions 



which resemble more closely those of Miyazaki and 
Reichman [193--195]. Given the very different nature 
of the formal derivation (fuctuating hydrodynamics versus 
projection operator methods) and approximations employed, 
the similarity ofthe fnal expressions is reassuring and serves 
to highlight the robustness of MCT-based approaches. For 
a comprehensive overview of the status of the steady shear 
theory we refer the reader to the recent review [19]. 

Going beyond steady shear, the original formulation of 
ITT-MCT [57, 135,202] has been generalized to treat arbitrary 
time-dependent shear [16]. These developments not only 
enable shear fie ds of particular experimental relevance to be 
invcstigated (e.g. large amplitudc oscillatory shear f ow), but 
have also revealed an underlying mathematical structure which 
is not apparent from consideration of steady f ows alone. The 
theory has been applied (albeit subject to various simplifying 
approximations) to investigate the build-up of stress and 
corresponding microscopic particle motion, as encoded in the 
mean-squared-displacement, following the onset of shear [62]. 
More recently, the modern version of ITT-MCT [20] has 
been extended to describe time-dependent f ow of arbitrary 
geometry [17], thus making possible the study of non-shear 
f ow and enabling the full tensorial structure of the theory 
to be identif ed. The developments presented in [17] elevate 
the ITT-MCT approach to the level of a full constitutive 
theory for dispersion rheology and may be regarded as 
the most up-to-date formulation of the theory. While the 
development of numerical algorithms to effciently solve the 
fully microscopic theory [17] is currently in progress, this 
task is made computationally demanding by the combination 
of spatial anisotropy and lack of time-translational invariance 
presented by many f ows of interest. In [18] a simplif ed theory 
was presented which contains the essential physics of the full 
microscopic equations, including the tensorial structure, but 
which is much more convenient for numerical solution (see 
section 7.7). 

7.2. Integration through transients 

The integration through transients (ITT) approach originally 
developed by Fuchs and Cates [135] and subsequently 
developed in [1 6, J 7] provides a formal expression for the 
nonequilibrium distribution function III (t) required to calculate 
average quantities under f ow. Tn essence, ITT provides a 
very elegant method of deriving generalized (i.e. nonlinear in 
K(t» Green-Kubo relations which invite mode-coupling-type 
closure approximations. The current formulation of the theory 
neglects hydrodynamic interactions (HI) entirely. On one hand 
this omission is made for purely technical reasons, but it is 
also hoped that HI will prove unimportant for the microscopic 
dynamics of the dense states to which the f nal theory will be 
applied. In the following we will briefy outline the key points 
of ITT, employing throughout the modern formulation of [J 7]. 

The starting point for ITT is to re-express the 
Smoluchowski equation ( 14) in thc form 

alll(t) 
at = n(t)w(t), (53) 
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where, in the absence of HI, the Smoluchowski operator 
controlling the dynamical evolution of the system is given 
by [14] 

net) = L di • [DO(di - fJFi) - K(t). rd. (54) 

Equation (53) may be formally solved using a time-ordered 
exponential function (which arises because n (t) does not 
commute with itselffor different times [203]) 

where Weq is the initial distribution function in the infnite 
past, which is taken to be the equilibrium Boltzmann-Gibbs 
distribution corresponding to the thermodynamic state point 
under consideration. The assumption of an equilibrium 
distribution is clearly acceptable in situations for which the 
quiescent state is one of ergodic equilibrium. Howevcr, the role 
of the initial state is less clear for statepoints in the glass and the 
dependence, if any, on the initial condition may depend upon 
the details of the f ow between t = -00 and the present time 
t. The absence ofa general proof that llI(t) is independent of 
1lI(-00) leaves open the possibility that certain fow histories 
do not restore ergodicity and that the system thus retains a 
dependence on the initial state. 

The solution (55) is formally correct, but not particularly 
useful in its present form. A partial integration yields an 
alternative solution of (53) which is exactly equivalent to (55), 
but more suited to approximation 

(56) 

where ali/J = - Li F;'''rf and the 'double dot' notation 
familiar from continuum mechanics, A : B = Tr{A • B} [204], 
has been employed. As a result of the partial integration the 
dynamical evolution in equation (56) is dictated by the adjoint 
Smoluchowski operator 

Equation (56) is the fundamental formula of the ITT 
approach and expresses the nonequilibrium distribution 
function as an integral over the entire transient f ow history. 
Both solutions (55) and (56) are valid for arbitrary fow 
geometries and time-dependence. The relation between the 
two formal solutions is analogous to the Heisenberg and 
Schrodinger pictures of quantum mechanics in which the 
time evolution of the system is attributed to either the 
wavefunction (equation (55» or the operators representing 
physical observables (equation (56)). It should be understood 
that the ITT form (56) is an operator expression to be used 
with the understanding that a function to be averaged is 
placed on the right of the operators and integrated over the 
particle coordinates. A technical point to note is that in 
cases for which phase space decomposes into disjoint pockets 
('nonmixing' dynamics) the distribution (56) averages over 



all compartments. A general function of the phase space 
coordinates J(t, (rd) thus has the average 

where (f)lle denotes an average over the nonequilibrium distri
bution (56). Equation (56) generalizes the original formulation 
ofITT [1.15] to treat arbitrary time-dependence [17]. 

7.3. Translational invariance 

Before applying mode-coupling-type approximations to the 
exact result (Sin we frst address an important consequence 
of assuming homogeneous fow (refected in the spatial 
constancy lC(t) appearing in equation (53». On purely 
physical grounds, it seems reasonable that for an infnite 
system the assumed translational invariance of the equilibrium 
state (clystallization is neglected) will be preserved by the 
Smoluchowski dynamics. However, proving this for a general 
time-dependent fow is mathematically nontrivial, due to 
the fact that the Smoluchowski operator (54) is itself not 
translationally invariant. By considering a constant vectorial 
shift of all particle coordinates, r; = ri + a, Brader et al have 
shown that the nonequilibrium distribution function IJi (t) is 
translationally invariant (but anisotropic) for any homogeneous 
velocity gradient IC (t) [17]. 

Given the translational invariance of IJi (t) it becomes 
possible to investigate the more interesting invariance 
properties of the two-time correlation functions. The 
correlation between two arbitraty wavevector-dependent 
fuctuations 8Jq = Jq - (fq)ne and 8gk = gk - (gk)ue occurring 
at times t and t' is given by 

(59) 

It is clear that in a homogeneous system the correlation 
function (59) must be translationally invariant. However, in 
this case, shifting the particle coordinates by a constant vector 
a yields 

where 
-(t t') _ • -.I;',dsK(S) q, - q e_ . 

(60) 

(61 ) 

The only way in which the required translational invariance of 
the correlation function can be preserved is if the exponential 
factor in «()O) is equal to unity. This requirement has the 
consequence that a fuctuation at wavevector k = q(t, t') at 
time t' is correlated with a fuctuation with wavevector q at 
time t as a result of the aff ne solvent f ow. Equation (61) 

thus defnes the advected wavevector which is central to the 
ITT-MCT approach and which captures the am e evolution of 
the system in approaches focused on Fourier components of 
fuctuating quantities (e.g. the density Pk) rather than particle 
coordinates directly. The wavevector q(t, t') at time t' evolves 
due to f1 w induced advection to become q at later time t. 
It should be noted that various defnitions and notations for 
the advected wavevector have been employed in the literature 
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documenting the development of ITT-MCT and which could 
provide a source of confusion. In the present work we 
exclusively employ the modern defnition used in [17, IS, 20]. 

Although equation «(l I) arises fi'om microscopic consid
erations it is nevertheless fully consistent with the continuum 
mechanics approaches outlined in section 2, despite the velY 
different mindset underlying the two methods. Equation (61) 
simply describes the affne deformation of material lines in 
Fourier space and can thus be used to defne the inverse 
defonnation gradient tensor via q(t, t') = q . E-I(t, t') in 
complete accord with continuum approaches. Doing so leads 
to the identif cation 

E- 1 (') - h', ds K(S) t, t = e_ . (62) 

As the deformation gradient tensor simply describes the affne 
distortion of a material line under f ow, it is natural to def ne 
also a reverse-advected wavevector reSUlting from the inverse 
transformation q(t, t') = q • E(t, t'), where 

E( ') ./;', ds K(S) 
t, t = e+ . (63) 

The choice of using either advected or reverse-advected 
wavevectors in treating the effects of affne motion within 
a microscopic theOlY has parallels with the choice between 
Lagrangian atld Eulerian specif cations of the f ow f eld 
in continuum fuid dynamics approaches pO]. Within a 
continuum mechanics framework the deformation gradient 
would simply be defined as the solution of the equation 

a 
E(t, t') = lC(t)E(t, t'), at (64) 

for a given f ow lC(t). According to the rules of time
ordered exponential algebra [201], equation (63) is the fOimal 
solution of (64), thus demonstrating the consistency between 
the Fourier-space microscopic approach of [17] and traditional 
real-space continuum mechatlics. 

The advected wavevector introduced above provides a 
convenient way to keep track of the affne deformation in a 
particulate system. Mode-coupling-type approximations (to 
be discussed below) seek to factorize the average entering 
equation (5S) by projecting the dynamics onto the subspace of 
density fuctuations Pq [9B]. For a f owing system a fuctuation 
at wavevector ij(t, t') at time t' evolves (in the absence of 
interactions and Brownian motion) to one at q at time t. It 
thus becomes essential to project onto density fuctuations at 
the COITect advected wavevectors in order to avoid spurious 
decorrelation effects in the resulting approximations. 

7.4. Microscopic constitutive equation 

In order to address dispersion rheology the special choice J = 
0- / V is made in (5S), leading to an exact generalized Green
Kubo relation for the time-dependent shear stress tensor [ I 7] 

1 11 ( , J;' dsQt(s) ') u(t) = dtl lC(tl): u e_1 u , 
V -x 

(65) 

noting that there are no 'fi'ozen in' stresses in the equilibrium 
state, (u) = O. The adjoint Smoluchowski operator nt(t) has 



a linear dependence on K(f) and equation (65) is thus nonlinear 
in the velocity gradient tensor. Equation (65) is a formal 
constitutive equation expressing the stress tensor at the present 
time as a nonlinear functional of the f ow histOl)'. Although the 
result (65) does not provide an exact description ofthe physical 
system under consideration (particle momenta are assumed to 
have relaxed and hydrodynamic interactions are absent), it has 
a formal status equivalent to that of equation (56). For the 
special case of steady shear fl w (65) is consistent with (22) 
with a shear modulus given by (23). 

Application of MeT-type projection operator factoriza
tions [17] to the average in (65) leads to a complicated, but 
closed, constitutive equation expressing the deviatoric stress in 
terms of the strain history [17, 1 X] 

u(t) = -11 dt' f ~ d\ [ 8,(k. B(t, t'). k)kk] 
-00 .:J27[ at 

[( 
S£S£(t I') ) 2 ] 

x kk(t, t')S1 <Pk(l,n(t, t') , (66) 

where Sk and S£ are the equilibrium static structure factor 
and its derivative, respectively. The infuence of external 
fow enters both explicitly, via the Finger tensor B(t, t') 
(see section 2.1), and implicitly through the reverse-advected 
wavevector. As noted above, the reverse-advected wavevector, 
which provides an important source of nonlinearity in (66), 
enters as a result of judicious projection of the dynamics 
onto appropriately advected density fuctuations Pk(t,t'), The 
nOlmalized transient density correlator describes the decay 
under fow of thermal density fuctuations and is defned by 

(67) 

The occurrence of the advected wavevector in (67) ensures that 
trivial decorrelation effects are removed (i.e. that in the absence 
of Brownian motion and potential interactions <Pk = 1 for all 
times). 

In order to close the constitutive equation (66) we 
require an explicit expression for the transient correlator (67). 
Time-dependent projection operator manipulations combined 
with the theory of Volterra integral equations yield an exact 
equation-of-motion for the time evolution of the transient 
correlator containing a generalized friction kernel-a memory 
function formed from the autocorrelation of fuctuating 
stresses. Mode-coupling-type approximations to this kernel 
yield the nonlinear integro-differential equation [16--1 X] 

<bq(t, to) + fq(t, to) ( <Pq(t, to) 

+ [I dt'mq(t, t', to)<bq(t', to») = 0 (68) 
I(J 

where the overdots denote partial differentiation with respect 
to the frst time argument. Here the 'initial decay rate' obeys 
fq(t, to) = Doip(t, to)/Sij(t,lo) with Do the diffusion constant 
of an isolated particle. The formal manipulations presented 
in [16, 17] have revealed that imposing a time-dependent l' ow 
results in a memory kernel which depends upon three time 
arguments. The presence of a third time argument, which 
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would have been diff'cult to guess on the basis of quiescent 
MeT intuition, turns out to have important consequences for 
certain rapidly varying l' ows (e.g. step strain [16]) and is 
essential to obtain physically sensible results in such cases. 
The memory kernel mq(t, t', to) entering (68) is given by the 
factorized expression [17, 1 8] 

m (t, t', to) = P f dk S~(t'I(J)Sk(t',~o)Sp(I"lo) 
q 167[3 q2(t' , to)q2(t, to) 

x Vqkp(t', to) Vqkp(t, to)<Pk(t',lo)(t, t')<PP(I',lo)(t, t'), (69) 

where p = q - k, and the vertex function obeys 

with Ornstein-Zernike direct correlation function Ck = I -
l/Sk (see equation (39». In the linear regime equations (66) 
and (68) reduce to the standard quiescent MeT forms (19) 
and (21), respectively. 

An impOltant feature of equations (66)-(70) is that they 
offer a closed constitutive equation requiring only the static 
structure factor and velocity gradient tensor K(f) as input 
to calculating the stress tensor. The equilibrium Sq is 
determined by the interaction potential and thermodynamic 
statepoint and, as in quiescent MeT, serves as proxy for the 
pair potential (an interpretation arising from l' eld-theoretical 
approaches to MeT [205]). The role of Sq within the ITT-MeT 
should be contrasted with that within the Miyazaki-Reichman 
theory [193-195], discussed in section 7.1, where it enters as 
an approximation to the l' ow distorted structure factor S(k). 

In section 2,3 we introduced the principle of material 
objectivity; an approximate symmetry requiring that a valid 
constitutive relation be rotationally invariant. While veri l' -
cation of rotational invariance is straightforward for the phe
nomenological Lodge equation introduced in section 2.1, proof 
becomes more demanding for the microscopic constitutive 
theory given by equations (66)-(70). Nevertheless, substitution 
of equations (11) and (13) into (66 }-(70) yields the result (12), 
thus verifying that the ITT-MeT constitutive equation is indeed 
material objective as desired [17]. Material objectivity is an 
important consistency check for constitutive theories based on 
overdamped Smoluchowski dynamics, for which it represents 
an exact symmetry constraint. 

Possibly the most exciting feature of the ITT-MeT 
constitutive equation (66 }-(70) is that it incorporates a 
mechanism for describing the slow stlUctural relaxation 
leading to dynamical arrest. The predicted rheological 
response thus goes t1'om that of a viscous fuid to that of an 
amorphous solid, characterized by an elastic constant, upon 
variation of the thermodynamic control parameters. The 
ability of the theory to unify the description of fuid and 
glassy states stems from the underlying mode-coupling-type 
approximations which are tailored to capture the cooperative 
particle motion in dense colloidal dispersions, ultimately 
leading to particle caging and arrest. Mathematically, this 
scenario arises from a bifurcation in the solution of the 
nonlinear integro-differential equation (68) at suff ciently 
high volume fraction/attraction strength associated with a 
diverging relaxation time of the transient density correlator. 
Glass formation within the MeT-ITT approach is a purely 



dynamical phenomenon, as the equilibrium Sq used as 
input varies smoothly across the transition. The fuid-solid 
transition contained within the ITT-MCT equations can be 
better appreciated by considering the small strain limit of 
equation (Cl6) which yields the linear response result [17] 

1/ f dk (SI <I:> (t t
l »)2 

(JI (t) = dt' 3 {(k • iC(t') • k)kk} k k -
-00 16n kSk 

(71) 
where <l:>k(t) is the correlator from quiescent MCT [9H]. In the 
glass the correlator does not relax to zero for long times and a 
pattial integration of (71) followed by taking the limit of small 
strain leads to the result 

(J(t) = 2G(t ~ oo)t:(t), (72) 

where dt) is the infnitesimal strain tensor at1d G(t ~ 00) is 
an elastic modulus obtained from equation (19) (also known 
as Lame's second coeffic ent, the fir t being zero here due 
to incompressibility). Equation (72) is essentially Hooke's 
law, describing the small strain response of a glassy solid. 
Going beyond linear response, equation (66) incorporates the 
fuidizing effect offow and thus makes possible investigation 
of a large number of time-dependent rheological situations 
in which externally applied l' ow f elds compete with glass 
formation and slow structural relaxation (see section 7.6). 

7.5. Distorted structure factor 

The microscopic ITT-MCT constitutive equation discussed 
above enables comparisons to be made with traditional 
continuum rheological modelling (section 2) for which the 
macroscopic stress tensor is the fundamental quantity of 
interest. However, the formal ITT result (58) also enables 
calculation of the distorted structure factor, S(k, t) = I + 
n J dr (g(r, t) - I) e'k.r , which makes possible a comparison 
with the microstructure obtained from approaches based on the 
pair Smoluchowski equation (section 6.1). In patticular, setting 
f = flp~Pk == P~Pk - (P~Pk) in equation (58) yields the 
formal result 

* 11 1 ( , ,I;;dsnt(s) * ) S(k, t) = (PkPk) + -00 dt K(t): (J e:... flPkPk . 

(73) 
Mode-coupling projection operator steps analogous to those 
leading to (66) yield the ITT-MCT expression for the distorted 
structure factor 

S(k t) = S - dt ' k(I,I') <1:>2 (t t ' ) 11 as 
, k a 1 k(t ,t') , 

-')C t 
(74) 

where the transient density correlator is given by solution 
of equations (68)-(70) for given Sk and K(t) and where 
an isotropic term has been suppressed. Equation (74) has 
the appealing interpretation that f ow induced microstructural 
changes are built-up by integration of the atfnely shifted 
equilibrium structure factor over the entire f ow history, 
weighted by the transient density correlator describing the 
fading memory of the system. The temporally nonlocal 
character of equation (74) is in striking contrast to the local 
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approximations based on the pair Smoluchowski equation. 
The former consists of a history integral over a memory 
function which is itself detetmined by solution of a nonlocal 
integro-differential equation (68) whereas the latter are purely 
Markovian approximations. 

Within the pair Smoluchowski approach, in the absence 
of HI the stress tensor is exactly related to the distotted 
pair correlation function by equation (29). It is therefore of 
interest to enquire whether a similar connection holds within 
the approximate ITT-MCT approach. It is a relatively simple 
exercise to show that, subject to a certain constraint to be 
discussed below, equations (66) and (74) are connected by the 
relation [I 7] 

f dk kk 1 

(J(t) = -IT 1 - nkBT 3 k Ck 8Sk (t), 
16n 

(75) 

where 8Sk (t; K) = Sk(t; K) - Sk and IT is the equilibrium 
osmotic pressure. For shear fow O"xy(t) from (75) coincides 
with a result of Fredrickson and Larson [206] for sheared 
copolymers, ref ecting the Gaussian statistics underlying 
both the f eld-theory approach of [206] and the ITT-MCT 
factorization approximations. Equation (75) thus connects 
stresses to microstructural distortions, which build up over time 
via the affne stretching of density fuctuations competing with 
structural rearrangements encoded in <l:>k (t, t'). 

For the off-diagonal stress tensor elements equation (75) 
connects equations ((16) and (74) directly. For the diagonal 
elements contributing to the osmotic pressure equation (75) is 
also valid, providing that the following approximate 'sum-rule' 
is obeyed 

a IT = I f dk (a In Sk ) (a In Sk ) . a¢ 6n a In k a In ¢ (76) 

Although it is not at all obvious that the above relation 
should hold, numerical calculations for hard-spheres (using 
e.g. the Percus-Yevick approximation for Sk [IS]) show 
that it represents a rather good approximation. It 
should be emphasized that the application of projection 
operator approximations to (65) and (73) yields approximate 
expressions for the stress and structure factor, respectively, 
which are not necessarily self-consistent, in the sense that 
integration of the approximate S(k, t) leads to the approximate 
u(t). The fact that the ITT-MCT S(k, t) is almost consistent 
with the direct ITT-MCT approximation to the stress is a 
testament to the underlying robustness of the method. 

Although the caging mechanism is expected to be most 
impottant for statepoints close to the glass transition, ITT
MCT calculations of S(k) for hard-spheres under weak shear 
fl w [185] suggest that the (truncated) divergence of the 
structural relaxation timescale at the point of dynamical arrest 
(be it at the idealized glass transition point, as predicted by 
MCT, or some higher volume fraction [97]) remains relevant 
for volume fractions well removed from the singularity and has 
a range of infuence which extends back to dense equilibrium 
f1 id states. More recently the MCT-IlT S(k) has been 
evaluated numerically for two-dimensional hard-discs under 
shear at fi ite values of Pe [75], without invoking any 



additional isotropic approximations (see section 7.6). These 
calculations show only qualitative agreement with Brownian 
dynamics simulation results and overestimate the magnitude 
of the distortion by around an order of magnitude, a failing 
which is attributed to the fact that ITT-MCT apparently 
underestimates the speeding up of structural relaxations 
induced by the shear f ow. This is to be contrasted with 
pair Smoluchowski-based approaches (e.g. [168, 182]) which 
underestimate the magnitude of the low shear distortion for 
dense fuid states (</1 ~ 0.5) by around an order of magnitude. 
It therefore appears that neither the pair Smoluchowski nor 
the ITT-MCT approach can account adequately for the shear 
induced distortion ofthc microstructure. 

7.6. Applications 

Explicit numerical solution of the ITT-MCT constitutive 
equation (equations (68}-(70» has been performed for a 
one-component system of hard-spheres under steady f ows 
of various geometty [17]. However, the computational 
resources required to solve the anisotropic equations (68}
(70) in three dimensions over many decades of time are 
daunting and the efl" cient numerical algorithms required to 
reduce the computational load are still under development. 
Nevertheless, it is hoped that much ofthe essential physics may 
be captured by solving a simplif ed set of equations in which 
the advected wavevectors are approximated by an isotropic 
average k(t, t') --* kis(t, t'), where 

k~(t,t') = I jdQk2(t,t')' 
4JT 

(77) 

This technical approximation has been successfully applied 
to the case of simple shear [57, 195J and enables the 
angular integrals entering equations (68}-(70) to be performed 
analytically. For two-dimensional systems algorithms have 
been developed which enable accurate numerical solution 
of the ITT-MCT equations without additional isotropic 
approximation [75]. 

In f gure 14 f ow curves for hard-spheres resulting 
fi'om solution of equations (68}-(70) subject to the isotropic 
approximation (77) are shown for both steady shear and steady 
planar extensional f ow. For these two choices of f ow the 
defning velocity gradient tensors are given by 

y 
o 
o 

o 
-y 
o 

(78) 

Specifica Iy, f gure J 4 shows CYxy under shear f ow and t!,.cy == 
CYxx - CYyy under planar extension for hard-spheres as a 
function of Pe, for various volume fractions around the glass 
transition. The equilibrium structure factors used as input for 
these calculations were provided by the monodisperse Percus
Yevick theOlY [15]. For extensional f ows it is natural to 
plot the stress difference t!,.cy as a function of Pe, as this 
is simply related to the extensional viscosity TJe = t!,.cy IY. 
Flow curves below the glass transition show a regime of 
linear response, characterized by a constant viscosity, followed 
by shear thinning as Pe is increased. On approaching </1g 
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Figure 14. Flow curves from the microscopic ITT-MeT approach 
of [17] for hard-spheres at three difIerent volume fractions close to 
the glass transition i/Jc. Full lines show the steady shear stress, 
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Cf = Cfx " in units of kBT 1(2R)3 under shear t1 was a function of Pe. 
Broken'lines show the stress difference Cf = Cfxx - Cf"" (related to the 
extensional viscosity) under planar extensional fow. 'Each curve is 
labelled according to the distance in volume fraction from the glass 
transition, !:>.i/J = i/J - i/Jc. (a) and (b) are fuid states with 
!:>.i/J = -10-4 and _10-3, respectively. State (c) is in the glass, 
!:>.i/J = 10-4 , and exhibits a dynamic yield stress for both f ow 
geometries. The inset shows a possible realization of planar 
extensional f ow. The lower two panels show the Trouton ratio 
Cf" - Cfyy / Cfxy as a function of P e for both uniaxial and planar 
extensional f ow. 

from below the linear regime moves to lower values of Pe 
and disappears entirely on crossing the glass transition. The 
resulting plateau in the f ow curves identif es a dynamical 
yield stress (see section 5.4) for both of the considered fow 
geometries. 

In the lower panels of f gure 14 the Trouton ratio (CYxx -

CYyy)lcyxy [29] is shown as a function of Pe for both planar 
and uniaxial extensional fow [17]. For fuid states in the 
linear regime Trouton's rules assert that the ratio of extensional 
to shear viscosity TJelTJs takes the values 4 and 3 for planar 
and uniaxial extension, respectively. These characteristic 
ratios arise from purely geometrical considerations and emerge 
naturally fi'om the ITT-MCT approach as the Pe --* 0 limiting 
values of the Trouton ratio. For glassy states (curves labelled 
( c) in f gure 14) the structural relaxation time diverges and 
the linear response regime vanishes. As a consequence, the 
classical Trouton ratios are not recovered for glassy states 
in the limit Pe --* 0 and nontrivial values dictated by the 
dynamical yield stress may be identif ed. The results for 
extensional f ow presented in [17] alongside those for simple 
shear [135] thus provide the frst steps towards the prediction 
from frst-principles theOlY of a dynamic yield stress surface 
for glasses [210]. Calculation of the yield surface from a 



simplif ed schematic version of equations (68)-(70) will be 
discussed in section 7.8 below. 

Going beyond steady f ow, in [C)2] experiments on PMMA 
colloidal dispersions, molecular dynamics simulation and the 
ITT-MCT approach of [16] were combined to study the 
evolution of stresses during start-up shear f ow for high volume 
ii-action fuids close to glassy arrest. The sudden onset of 
a steady shear fl w leads to the build-up of stresses in the 
systems as a function of the accumulated strain Y == Y t. 
For small values of y the response is elastic (as described 
by equation (72)), whereas for large strains the system enters 
steady state viscous f ow with a stress independent of y. In 
between these two limits, typically at strains around 10%, the 
stress exhibits a maximum as the local microstructure is broken 
up by the external l' ow [138]. Although a stress 'overshoot' in 
response to start-up shear f ow is a rather generic feature of 
the rheology of complex fuids, its microscopic origins remain 
poorly understood. A central novel aspect of [62] was thus 
to connect the stress overshoot to anomalous behaviour in 
the mean-squared-displacement ('superdiftusion') identif ed in 
both simulation and confocal microscopy experiments. From 
the exact equation (49) it is clear that the only way in which 
the shear stress can exhibit a maximum is ifthe modulus under 
steady shear, Gss(t), becomes negative at long times. Figure 5 
shows that Gss(t) from the ITT-MCT approach (employing 
approximation (77)) indeed predicts negative values at long 
times. The inset to f gure 5 shows the same data as a function 
of strain and demonstrates that the negative region of Gss(t) 
occurs at around 10% strain, consistent with the position of the 
stress overshoot. 

7.7. Schematic model 

The microscopic ITT-MCT constitutive equation outlined in 
section 7.4 provides a route to frst-principles prediction of the 
rheological behaviour of arrested colloidal states. However, 
the anisotropic, wavevector-dependent expressions are rather 
intractable for three-dimensional f ows, hindering both their 
practical use and interpretation. In order to facilitate numerical 
calculations for fows of interest a simplifed 'schematic' 
version of the tensorial microscopic theory has very recently 
been proposed [18]. Such schematic models have proved 
invaluable in the analysis of mode-coupling theories and 
provide a simpler set of equations which retain the essential 
mathematical structure of the microscopic theory [57, 98]. 

Applying the isotropic approximation (77) to the 
microscopic ITT-MCT expression for the stress (66) enables 
the angular integrals to be performed explicitly, leading to the 
simplifed form 

u(t) = 11 dt' [- a,B(t, tl)]G(t, t'), (79) 
-00 at 

where B is the Finger tensor and an explicit expression for 
G(t, t' ) may be found in [18]. By disregarding all wavevector 
dependence the modulus can be expressed in terms of a single
mode transient density correlator 

(80) 
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where V/7 = G(t, t) is a parameter measuring the strength 
of stress fuctuations (typically taking values of the order 
I OOkBT / R3 for hard-sphere-like colloids). A schematic 
equation-of-motion for <p(t, t ' ) may be obtained by neglecting 
the wavevector dependence of the microscopic expression (68), 
leading to 

<i:>(t,tl)+r( <p(t,t' )+ [dsm(t,s,tl)<i:>(S,t')) = 0, (81) 

where the single decay rate r simply sets the timescale and 
may thus be set to unity. Experience with the construction of 
schematic MCT models both in the quiescent [98] and steady 
shear cases [57] combined with analysis of the way in which 
strain enters the microscopic memory (69) lead to the following 
schematic ansatz for the memory function 

met, t', to) = h(t, to)h(t, t ' ) [VI<P(t, t') + V2<p2(t, t' )]. (82) 

The parameters VI and V2 represent in an unspecifie way the 
role of Sq in the microscopic theory and, following standard 

MCT practice, are given by V2 = 2 and VI = 2(--/2 - 1) + 
E / (J2 - 1). The separation parameter E encodes the distance 
from the glass transition, with negative values corresponding 
to fuid states and positive values corresponding to glass states. 
Finally, the h-function is given by 

y; 
h(t,to)= ? ' 

Yc- + V(ll(t, to) - 3) + (1 - V)(l2(t, to) - 3) 
(83) 

where Yc sets the strain scale (typically Yc ~ 10%) and v 
is a mixing parameter (0 < v < 1). The invariants of 
the Finger tensor, II = TrB and lz = TrB- 1 incorporate 
the fuidizing infuence of fow into the memory function. 
Requiring that f ow enter via the Finger tensor alone guarantees 
that the resulting schematic theory is material objective (see 
section 2.3), consistent with the tully microscopic theory. 

The schematic expression for the stress (79) is closely 
related to the Lodge equation of continuum mechanics (see 
section 2.1). Integrating equation (79) by parts yields 

Comparison of this expression with equation (5) shows that 
the present schematic theory goes considerably beyond the 
standard Lodge equation by incorporating memory which is 
both nonexponential and a function of two time arguments, 
ref ecting the loss of time-translational invariance under time
dependent f ow. Replacing the correlator with a simple 
exponential trivially recovers the Lodge equation (5). 

The tensorial schematic theory given by equations (79)
(83) has been applied to predict f ow curves under shear 
and extensional f ow, normal stresses under shear and the 
transient stress response to step strain. In all cases 
tested so far the predictions of the schematic model are in 
good qualitative agreement with those available from the 
microscopic theory using the isotropic approximation (77) in 
three dimensions [16, 17,57, 135] and exact numerical solution 
in two dimensions [75]. The schematic theory predicts a 
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Figure 15. The state of stress o f a material under applied fo rce can be represented by a point in the three-dimens ional space of principal 
stresses. The cylinder shown here is the sur face define by the von Mises cri te rion (86). Stress states ly ing within the cylinder are deformed 
by the applied stress, but do not yield, whereas states outs ide the cylinder exhibit plasti c fl w. Due to invariance along the ' hydrostati c' ax is 
S, = S2 = s) (aris ing from incompress ibili ty) the y ield sur face is usually viewed in the ' deviatori c' plane perpendicular to this (the lower le ft 
representation in this fgure) . 

positi ve value for the f rst normal stress difference NI = 
axx - ayy under shear fl w in accord with microscopic ITT
Me T ca lculations. On th e other hand, the second normal 
stress di tTerence N2 = CTyy - CTzz is from equation (79) 
identi cally zero, in di sagreement with both analyti cal low Pe 
analysis of the pair Smoluchowski equation [154] and co ll oidal 
experiments [207] (f nite negative values are found). The 
di sappearance of N2 from the schemati c theory can be tra,ced 
back to the isotropic approx imation leading to equati on (79) 
whi ch effecti vely kill s otl'thi s feature of the full y mi croscopic 
theory. 

7.8. Yie ld stress surface 

A striking feature of the theory developed in [1 8] is that it 
permits direct calcul ation of a dynamic yield stress surface for 
glasses. Related static yield surfaces have been empiri cally 
postul ated and employed fo r over a century in the engineering 
communi ty to study the yielding of amorphous so lids (see 
also secti on 5.4). The two classical criteri a for determining 
the onset of plast ic yield are due to Tresca [208] and von 
Mises [209]. The Tresca cri teri on asserts that a materi al will 
yie ld when the maximum shear stress due to the deformation 
exceeds a criti cal value. Recalling that an external force 
imposed on a materi al can be represented as a stress tensor 
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whi ch can be di agonali zed to obtain values fo r th e three 
principal stresses Sl . S 2 and S3 , the Tresca criterion can be 
compactly stated in the form [2 10] 

where aIs is the shear stress at yield under a simple shear 
detormation. According to equati on (85 ) knowledge of a}',. 
is thus suff cient to determine the mechanical stability of a 
materi al under an arbitrary applied force. Alternatively, the 
von Mises criteri on requires that th e di storti on strain energy 
exceeds a critical value at yield [2 10] 

(86) 

Both the Tresca and von Mises cri teri a have proven to be 
in reasonable qualitative agreement with yield experiments 
on clystalline metals II . Two main assumptions un derly 
equations (85) and (86): (i) the mi croscopic rearrangements 
leading to plastic deformation do not lead to sign if cant dilat ion 
of the materi al, (i i) that residual stresses ari sing from the 
deformation hi stOlY of the sample do not inf uence the yielding 
(i.e. there is no Bauschinger effec t). 

II There is a lIseful short disclission of the von Mises, Tresca and genera li zed 
pressure depe ndent yield criteria in metals in section 4 .2.3.3 of [21 I]. 
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Figu.·c 16. Left panel: the dynamical yiel d surface from ITT-MeT [18] for a glass with E ~ 3(¢ - ¢g,) = 10- 3
, where ¢gt is the volume 

fraction at the hard-sphere glass transition, in the space of principal stresses (s" sz, S3 ) as viewed along the hydrostatic axis s , = Sz = S3 

(stress in units of kB T j(2 R)3) . The red points correspond to pl anar extensional f ow and the blue points to uniaxial extensional f ow. Right 
pane\: a closer view reveals that the surface is not a perfectly circul ar cylinder (as predicted by the von Mises cri terion for static yielding) and 
that maximal deviation fro m ci rculari ty occurs at points of pure uniaxial extension. These deviations are connected with the existence of fi n te 
normal stress differences. 

Tt is useful to interpret equati on (86) geometri cally in 
the space of principal stresses, where it descri bes a surface 
separating elasticall y deformed states fro m states of pl astic 
fow. Equation (86) defi es a c ircul ar cy linder w ith ax is a long 

the line S I = S2 = S3 and radius .J2 as~. The sy mm etry 
about thi s ' hydrostati c' ax is is a geometri cal refecti on of th e 
tact that the y ield cond ition (86) is independent of hydrostati c 
pressure. The pl ane whi ch passes through the o rig in and 
whi ch li es perpendi cul ar to the cy linder ax is is the so
called dev iatoric pl ane. A ll y ield stress surfaces whi ch are 
independent of hydrostatic pressure may be projected w ithout 
loss of informati on onto the dev iatori c pl ane. Tn the case of 
th e von Mises and Tresca criteri a this generates a c irc le (see 
f gure 15) and a hexagon, respectively. 

The resul ts presented in [ 18] reveal intriguing connections 
between the stati c y ie lding di scussed above and dynamic y ield, 
as determined from the Pe ---+ 0 values of th e fow curves. 
With in th e ITT-M CT approach, fo r any g iven s teady f ow fi e d 
(e.g. shear, un iaxia l extens ion) there exists tor g lassy states a 
fn ite stress tenso r in the limi t of vanishing fow rate. This 
stress tensor at y ie ld may be di agonali zed to obtain three 
eigenvalues and plotted as a point in th e Cartes ian space of 
princ ipal stresses. By considering a ll poss ible nondegenerate 
fl ws (made possible by a suitable parameteri zation o f the 
velocity gradi ent tensor [18]) a closed locus of points may 
be constructed in the space: the dynami c y ield stress surface . 
In [ 18] thi s procedure was realized us ing the schemat ic model 
equat ions (79)-(83 ). 

In f gure 16 we show the dev iato ric projection of th e 
dynami cal y ie ld stress surface ofa co ll o ida l g lass, as predicted 
by the schematic model. To a f rst approximation the 
numeri cally calcul ated dynami cal y ie ld surface from the theory 
agrees well w ith the empiri cal von Mises criteri on for stati c 
y ield (86). However, closer inspection (see f gure 16, right 
panel) reveals that dev iat ions at around the per cent level occur, 
w ith the max imal dev iation located at po ints of pure uniaxial 
extens ion. A careful analys is of the schematic equations 
reveals that thi s f ne structure of the surface can be attri buted 
to the ex istence of a f ni te f rst normal stress di ffe rence [ 18]. 
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Expanding th e schematic model result to f rst o rder in Ni, 
th e frst normal stress d iffe rence at yield, prov ides an expli cit 
expression fo r the schematic model yield surface [ 18] 

~«S I - S2) 2 + (S2 - S3)2 + (SI - S3)2) = (as~ ) 2 

I y 2 3 ( I - A 2) V V 

+ 12(N1 ) + (3 +A2 )3/2 Nj ass' (87) 

where 0 < A < I parameteri zes the geometry of the imposed 
f ow. Equation (87) thus descri bes a noncircul ar cy linder with 
a rad ius whi ch vari es according to th e value of th e parameter 
A, each value of whi ch corresponds to a g iven azimuthal 
angle about the hydros tati c ax is. Hi gher order terms in the 
expans ion (87) ex ist (and can be expli c itly calcul ated) but 

remain num eri cally neglig ible due to th e smallness of NI jak 
Very recent experiments on y ielding son materi a ls have 

attempted to determine the shape of the y ie ld surface [2 12]. 
The novel rheometer employed in [2 12] appli es a combined 
squeeze and rotational shear f1 w to a material sample 
loaded between two parall el plates. The claim is that by 
independently vary ing the ro tat ion and squeeze rate it may 
become possibl e to explore the enti re family of f ows in a way 
analogous to the mathemati cal parameteri zati on ofthe velocity 
gradi ent tensor employed in [18] to calcul ate the schemati c 
model y ie ld surface . However, it remains uncertain whether 
th e superposition of two shear f ows (rad ia l Poiseuill e and 
tangential homogeneous shear) is really suff cient to map the 
y ie ld surface. F igure 17 shows ex perim ental data taken us ing 

three d iffe rent y ield ing materi a ls: a Carbopo l gel and two 
di ffe rent emuls ions [2 12]. 

The y ield data are shown in the ro tational shear stress 

(rro), squeeze shear stress (rrz) plane. While the data shown in 
f gure 17 are not incons istent w ith the von Mises criteri a, it may 
well be that the chosen superpositi on fow actua lly constra ins 
the surface to be spheri cal, regardl ess of the true fo rm of the 
y ield surface. [t wou ld certainly be remarkabl e if the soft 
materi als cons idered in [2 12] obey y ield criteria developed 
for crysta lline so lids, despite the very diffe rent underly ing 
mi croscopic pl asti c ity mechani sms [2 13]. 
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Figure 17. The yield stress sur face in the 'rO (rotational shear stress), 
'r/. (squeeze shear stress) plane, where the stresses have been scaled 
by the yield stress 'e in simple shear. The blue and red squares show 
results for two different emulsions with differing values of 'e (28 and 
52 Pa). The green squares are data taken using a carbopol ge l 
('e = 70 Pa). In this representation the von Mises criterion (86) 
becomes a circle and is indicated by the solid line . Reprinted by 
permission from MacMillan Publishers Ltd: Nat. Mater. 9 11 5, 
copyright (20 I 0) . 

Whether the microscopic theory (equations (68)--{70)) 
indeed predicts a similar dynamic y ield surface, as expected, 
and its relationship to static yielding in g lassy materials remain 
important open problems. Neverth eless, the results from the 
schematic model are promising and represent a cons iderable 
step towards a microscopic derivation of materi al specifi y ield 
surtaces t"om frst-princi ples. 

8. Outlook 

In this rev iew we have attempted to provide an overview of the 
rheological phenomenology presented by coll oidal dispersions 
and to outlin e some of the lead ing theoretical approaches 
aiming to rationali ze this. It is clear that much remains to 
be done and that . existing theori es have met with on ly partial 
success in solving th e complex many-body problem of driven , 
strongly interacting co lloidal systems. We hope that both the 
presentation and cho ice of topics contained within the present 
work serve to emphas ize the common ground between different 
th eori es (continuum mechani cs, pair Smoluchowski treatments 
and Green-Kubo based approaches), as well as to highlight 
where progress still needs to be made. 

One of the clear def ciencies of approximate closures of 
the pair Smoluchowski equation is their apparent inabi lity 
to describe, even qual itatively, the slow structural relaxation 
time present in co ll oidal dispersions at fnite vo lume fraction. 
This tailing is inherent in the Markovian character of th e 
approximate closures, which follows as a natural consequence 
of apply ing equilibrium statistical mechani cal relations to 
connect pair and triplet correlation functions. A clear 
chall enge to future theori es whi ch attempt to improve thi s 
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situation is thus to tackle directly the intrinsic di tTerence 
between nonequilibrium and equilibrium by confronting the 
irreducibl e term (see equation (46)) contai ning the missing 
physics. Moreover, the ex isting numerical data in the literature 
are restricted, largely for techni cal reasons, to the low Pe 
limi t. Wh ile this enables interesti ng analys is of th e zero-shear 
viscosity and leading order microstructural distortion, there is 
an absence of data for the nonlinear rheology as a function of 
Pe. 

Despite the success of the ITT-MCT a pproach in 
describi ng the nonlinear response of states close to dynamic 
arrest, there remain gaps in the theoreti cal formulat ion which 
should be f lied and many fundamenta l questions are yet 
to be addressed . A notable omission is that the present 
formu lation of the theory does not enable incorporation of 
hydrodynami c interactions. The infuence of hydrodynamics 
on the rheology of densely packed glassy states is largely 
un explored and their incorporation into the theory, even at a 
crude approximate level, would therefore be of considerable 
interest. Moreover, due to the recent nature of th e ITT
MCT theory and the complexity of numeri cally so lv ing the 
equations, many f ows of rheological interest remain to be 
explored in deta il. Of particular importance is to assess the 
pred icti ons of the th eory for nonsteady f ows where interesting 
interaction effects between y ielding and th e tim e-dependent 
strain fe ld may be envisaged (e.g. large amplitude osci ll atory 
shear, where hi gher harmonics wi ll contribute to the stress 
response). 
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